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Part I: Introduction to XML in Databases
Purpose of Part I is to present orientation to those XML technologies which are
relevant in terms of database technologies. For the actual knowledge and skills on
the XML technologies the readers are recommended to study materials pointed out in
the text.

XML, short history and motivation
XML (eXtended Markup Language) was created to manage – structure, store and transport data contents of documents. XML is in fact a simplified subset of the earlier SGML markup
language of documents (ISO 8879:1986), and it plays an increasing role on the Web and in
information systems. Indeed it has a deep impact in the ICT industry in terms of platform
independent message structures, data exchange messages between applications, various
configuration files, etc. Due to its wide use, in Information Systems, XML has become a
close partner to RDBMS. Every ICT professional should thus have at least some basic
knowledge of XML and “XML and Databases”. In this tutorial we will focus on XML
specification version 1.0, although version 1.1 is already available.

Well-Formed XML Documents
XML is a self-describing markup language, i.e. it allows use of extended, application
dependent tags in opposition with its well known cousins HTML and XHTML, which are
mainly oriented to define the presentation of a document using built-in tags. But even if
developers can invent new tags, XML language is more restrictive on the use of its tags. An
XML document has to be a well-formed [17] tree structure:
 The elements are defined by element tags so that for every start tag (opening tag)
there need to appear the corresponding end tag (closing tag), or tag can be an empty
tag of form <tag />.
 There can be only a single outermost element in a document, the so called root
element.
 For every other element there is exactly one parent element and the element is totally
included inside the content of this parent element.
The elements can contain simple type information (string, numeric, …) or complex type
information (other elements). Elements can also have attributes bound, c.f. example 1.
The properly nested tree structure can be prefixed by an XML declaration (also called as
XML prolog), like in the text format serialized XML document of example 1:
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attribute

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<client cid="123">
opening tag of element
<address>
<street>9999 Elm St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95141</zip>
element closing tag
</address>
<email>hlime@jihoo.com</email>
<email>harry@lime.net</email>
</client>

root element

”address”

text node

XML language is case-sensitive, and the element name in the start tag and end tag has to be
written exactly in the same case format.
Attribute values are enclosed either in quotes (") or single quotes ('), whereas text nodes are
not enclosed in quotes.
A sequence of more than one XML document or if the root element of XML document is
skipped, the built XML sequence of elements is called as XML fragment.

XML Namespaces
Especially in message exchange it is necessary that both sending and receiving applications
know the semantics of the element tags, so definitions can be organized in separate named
vocabularies called namespaces which are identified by URI references (or IRI, International
Resource Identifier extension of URI references).
There are some W3C predefined vocabularies, schemas, vendor defined schemas, etc,
available at URL addresses, such as in following schema declaration
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

or for example URIs which are just local invented namespace identifiers such
xmlns:ns="http://tempur.org"

Typically inside the same document, element types of separate vocabularies or schemas are
needed. To eliminate element type collisions, element types of a namespace can be
identified by the name prefix defined for the schema in the declaration of the schema for the
document, like the prefix "bk" for element type book and title in the following example
copied from [18]
4
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Example 1b

namespace prefix

<?xml version="1.1"?>
<!-- both namespace prefixes are available throughout this XML-doc (book) -->
<bk:book xmlns:bk='urn:loc.gov:books'
xmlns:isbn='urn:ISBN:0-395-36341-6'>
<bk:title>Cheaper by the Dozen</bk:title>
<isbn:number>1568491379</isbn:number>
</bk:book>

XML Schemas and Valid XML Documents
As XML is self describing, we need a document which defines the grammar and the structure
of the allowed element types. There are several formalisms to describe this structure : DTD,
W3C XML Schema and RelaxNG [28] are the most known and used. In this tutorial, we only
focus on W3C XML Schema, its adaptation in ISO SQL/XML standard and its
implementations in the mainstream DBMS systems. Once the grammar, which we will call
schema, is defined, an XML document can be validated against it, i.e. we verify that the
structure and the elements used in the XML document correspond with their definition in the
schema. If the validation succeeds, we say that the document is valid [23], i.e. the document
is a typed XML document.

XML APIs: DOM, SAX
Two basic processing model algorithms and APIs are available for XML processing.
A light navigation algorithm that allows only a single pass, forward only processing of the
XML document content is SAX algorithm. The more advanced Document Object Model
(DOM) assumes that the XML document is accessible as a linked tree structure like in Figure
1. The full-scale navigation algorithms in the DOM tree are defined by the navigation
expressions of the XPath specification of W3C [19].

Legend:
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Figure 1

A tree representation of the XML document in example 1
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XML and Databases, Early Implementations
It is just natural that the latest developments in database technologies have recognized the
need of managing XML documents in databases. New native XML database systems have
appeared in the market, and many relational database systems have been extended to support
XML data [2].
The SQL Standard working groups NCITS TC H2 and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC32 started to work
on XML specifications (SQL/XML) for the SQL Standard in 2000 [8] resulting SQL
Standard Part 14 in 2003, and work has continued in SQL:2006 and SQL:2008.
The first mainstream relational database to implement XML and parts of SQL/XML was
Oracle as XML DB in version 9 in 2003/2004 introducing the new XML data type
"XMLType", a repository for XML Schemas, and PL/SQL packages to operate the XML
data. In 2005 Microsoft implemented native XML type with methods of this type in SQL
Server 2005, but without SQL/XML functions of the SQL standard. At that time IBM had
implemented XML Extender to DB2, noticing that they will later provide a native XML
implementation in DB2, when the SQL/XML standard is more mature.

Introduction to W3C XML Specifications
XML Schema 1.0 and Annotations
XML documents created for certain purposes share the same structure, syntax grammar,
which can be defined using the type definition created for these documents. The type
definition language for SGML which has been used also for XML documents is called
Document Type Definition (DTD) language. For XML this has recently been replaced by
the purely XML based XML Schema language. In this tutorial we are interested only in the
XML Schema.
As an example of XML Schema we could write the following XML Schema for our XML
document in example 1:
Example 2.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:element name="client">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="address">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="street" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="city" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="state" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="zip" type="xs:string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="email" type="xs:string"
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minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="cid" type="xs:int" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

XML Schema is defined in 3 W3C specifications: Primer [23], Structures [24], and
Datatypes [25].
We can create simple type and complex type elements based on data types already defined in
the W3C specification. The hierarchy of built-in data types of XML Schema is described in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 Built-in datatypes of XML Schema (Source [25])
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Applying restrictions to the built-in datatypes, we can derive new datatypes defining a
pre-defined set of possible values. New datatypes can be built also applying facets, such
as length, minLength, maxLength, pattern, enumeration, whiteSpace,
totalDigits, fractionDigits, etc. for example the types of non-emptystring and better-us-zipcode from the XML Schema Part 2 [25]
<simpleType name=”non-empty-string”>
<restriction base=”string”>
<minLength value=”1”/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name=”better-us-zipcode”>
<restriction base=”string”>
<pattern value=”[0-9]{5}(-[0-9]{4})?”/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

Annotation elements are meant for various extension uses of the schema, both
documentation for humans and information for tools and other applications, for example for
configuration purposes. An annotation element may contain any number of
documentation elements and appinfo elements
<annotation>
<documentation xml:lang="en">
This is just a simple example of documentation
</documentation>
<appinfo> storageType=”CLOB” />
</annotation>

Annotations are used by several additional languages such as schematron[29] to add integrity
constraints in XML Schemas.1
In Part II we will learn of annotations and facets defined in the SQL/XML standard.
In addition to these, all the big 3 RDBMS have annotations for uses of their own.

XPath
XPath is the basic language of path navigation expressions, used also in many XML host
languages, such as XSLT and XQuery, for locating a single node or sequence of nodes in an
XML tree, or more precisely sequence of items in a XQuery/XPath Data Model (XDM) tree.
The items in the sequence appear in the document order of the source document. The items
can be atomic values (numbers, strings, booleans) or XML nodes such as documents,
elements, attributes, texts, namespaces, comments, and processing instructions.

1

A part of Schematron constraints have been added to XML Schema 1.1 specification.
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A location path consists of one or more steps separated by single-slash (/) or double-slash
(//). Each step locates a sequence of nodes to be recursively used as context nodes, so called
self nodes, for the next step. Each step can be an axis or a filter step. An axis defines
navigation direction in the document tree with respect to the self node using the axis names
or abbreviations presented in Figure 3 (adapted from [3]).
namespace::
(deprecated in XPath 2.0)

ancestor-or-self::

parent::
( .. )
self::
(.)
attribute::
(@)
..

child::

descendant-or-self::
( // )

Figure 3 XPath 2.0 Axis and abbreviations (in parenthesis)

XPath specification defines also additional named axis sets, relative to the self node, as
presented in Figure 4. However, we need to bear in mind that not all axis are supported in
the DBMS implementations.

ancestor::
preceding::

preceding-sibling::

following::

self::

following-sibling::
descendant::

Figure 4 Axis sets
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The axis part is followed by a node test and optional predicates for filtering the sequence of
the step.
The node test selects nodes by name (name test) or based on their kind (kind test), such as
element(), attribute(), text(), or the generic kind node(). In name test a
wildcard (*) can be used instead of the node name, selecting all nodes.
The predicate filter in square brackets can be used to restrict the selection of items on the list
of matching items. It can consist of a single predicate function, such as [fn:last()], or
comparison of value such as [@cid = "123"], or item positions such as [fn:position()
= 1], selecting the first item of the items of the node, and can be abbreviated by the
subscript expression [1].
The
fn
prefix refers to the
namespace
http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions. The predicate filter can also
consists of logical expression of multiple predicates and logical connectors and, or,
not.
For available functions see [20] .
Instead of a single predicate filter, it is possible to apply a list of predicates in square
brackets of their own.
Function string() can be used to retrieve value of an attribute.
If the first step in location path starts with an single-slash or double-slash, the path is an
absolute path starting from the root node of the XML document, otherwise the path is a
relative to the current node.
Some sample XPath queries applied to our XML document in example 1:
Following equivalent queries will retrieve all elements in the document once in preorder
/child::client
/client
/client/.
//client
/child::client/self::node()
/*
/node()
Following equery will retrieve all nodes in the document (subelements will appear as part of
their parents and later as independent elements
/child::client/descendant-or-self::node()
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Following equivalent queries will retrieve all descendants of the client element in the
document once in preorder
/child::client/*
/child::client/node()
/child::client/./node()

Following query will retrieve address element with its subelements for client 123
/client[@cid = "123"]/address
Following query will retrieve addresses in California (CA) with their subelements
/client/address[state="CA"]
Following query will retrieve values of the cid attribute for clients in California (CA)
/client/address[state="CA"]/../string(@cid)
Following query will retrieve the first email addresses for client 123
/client[@cid = "123"]/email[1]/text()

XSL and XSLT
Compared with HTML, the purpose of XML is to manage only the structure of data, not how
the data is rendered for presentation. This can be done using extra Cascading Stylesheet
Specification (CSS) definitions to be applied for the XML documents. However, CSS
cannot be used to make transformations on the XML data. For that purpose a query
language eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) with its subset called XSL Transformations
(XSLT) was developed by W3C. [7]
XSL and XSLT can be applied also on XML data in databases, but a new XML query
language XQuery is getting more popular especially as query language on XML data in
databases. We will focus on XQuery in this tutorial.

XQuery
The basic principles of XQuery, as defined by the W3C group, are:
1. It utilizes structured and semistructured data.
2. It is independent of protocols, so that it can be used in any platform.
3. According to its structure, it is a declarative language.
4. It is based on types, so that it can be compiled.
5. It can be applied on collection types.
6. It can be based on XML 1.0, Namespaces, XML Schema, and XPath.
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XQuery1.0 has been defined on 20072 and it has been designed along with four other
existing technologies. More specifically,
 XPath, which is used to describe the path in the graph of an XML document. Also, it
is possible to get a subset of an XML document as a result of an XPath expression
using predicates.
 XSLT, which is used to transform an XML document into another XML document
with different structure or a different file type.
 SQL; XQuery has a similar philosophy with SQL. A combination of the two
languages is used in order to query relational and XML data types that are stored in
DBMS.
 XML Schema, which is used to define the structure of an XML document. An
XQuery expression can be defined to use either an XML document that is valid or not
valid.
XQuery is very powerful since it can be applied in a number of different types of data files
which contain XML data. In other words, all the illustrations of XML data can be used as the
data domain of an XQuery expression; i.e. (a) document XML files (text files), (b) a part of
an XML document which is published in the Web using a URI, (c) a collection of XML
documents which have been published under the same URI (at least as the root), (d) XML
data that are stored in a Native XML DBMS and (e) XML data that are stored in an (object)
relational DBMS.
The FLWOR syntax
Beside XPath expressions, the queries in XQuery can also follow the FLWOR (pronounced
as "flower") syntax as follows:
{

for $loopVariable in inExpression
| let $seqVariable := letExpression } ...
[ where filterExpression ]
[ group by groupSpecification ]3
[ order by orderSpecification ]
return
formatExpression
A FLWOR query starts with one or more FOR or LET clauses. In case of FOR clause the
inExpression defines a sequence of items, selecting usually the XML document file using
fn:doc()function, applying an XPath expression for locating item sequence, a collection
of atomic values or nodes in the document, and finally the loopVariable of the clause iterates
through every item of the sequence one at a time, applying that item as current value for
processing of the WHERE, ORDER BY, and RETURN clauses.
In case of LET clause, the whole sequence defined by the letExpression is assigned to the
sequence variable, applying the whole sequence once for processing of the WHERE,
GROUP BY, ORDER BY, and RETURN clauses.
2
3

XQuery1.1 has been defined in 2008
New feature in the XQuery1.1 specification
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The current item and/or sequence can be filtered with a WHERE clause, grouped by GROUP
BY clause and sorted by ORDER BY clause like in SELECT command of SQL. Finally the
selected items are passed to RETURN clause which constructs and formats the results of the
query.
In order to present XQuery we will use some examples. We will base our examples on an
XML document with the name “catalog.xml”, which has been taken from [27].
<catalog>
<product dept="WMN">
<number>557</number>
<name language="en">Fleece Pullover</name>
<colorChoices>navy black</colorChoices>
</product>
<product dept="ACC">
<number>563</number>
<name language="en">Floppy Sun Hat</name>
</product>
<product dept="ACC">
<number>443</number>
<name language="en">Deluxe Travel Bag</name>
</product>
<product dept="MEN">
<number>784</number>
<name language="en">Cotton Dress Shirt</name>
<colorChoices>white gray</colorChoices>
<desc>Our <i>favorite</i> shirt!</desc>
</product>
</catalog>
Figure 5

catalog.xml

Example 3 : Get all the product nodes from the text file catalog.xml.

doc("catalog.xml")/catalog/product

It returns all the product nodes of the catalog.xml document and the product nodes are
children of the root node catalog. The result of Example 3 is shown in Figure 56.
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<product dept="WMN">
<number>557</number>
<name language="en">Fleece Pullover</name>
<colorChoices>navy black</colorChoices>
</product>
<product dept="ACC">
<number>563</number>
<name language="en">Floppy Sun Hat</name>
</product>
<product dept="ACC">
<number>443</number>
<name language="en">Deluxe Travel Bag</name>
</product>
<product dept="MEN">
<number>784</number>
<name language="en">Cotton Dress Shirt</name>
<colorChoices>white gray</colorChoices>
<desc>Our <i>favorite</i> shirt!</desc>
</product>
Figure 6

Example 4 : Get

the product names that their product number is greater than 600.

for $product in doc("catalog.xml")/catalog/product
let $name := $product/name
where $product/number > 600
return $name

The XQuery expression of Example 4 has four parts. In the for clause the loopVariable
product is defined, which contains all the product nodes of the catalog.xml document which
are children of the root node catalog. In the let statement is defined the seqVariable name
which corresponds to the node name, child of product node. In the where statement a
predicate is defined. Finally, in the return statement is defined the project node formating the
result for the selected item. The result of Example 4 is shown in Figure 7.
<name language="en">Cotton Dress Shirt</name>
Figure 7
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Example 5 : Get the product names ordered alphabetically that their product number is greater than 500.

for $product in doc("catalog.xml")/catalog/product
let $name := $product/name
where $product/number > 500
order by $name
return $name

This query has only one difference from the previous one, the use of the statement order by
in order to sort the results alphabetically according the value of the seqVariable name. The
result of Example 5 is shown in Figure 8.
<name language="en">Cotton Dress Shirt</name>
<name language="en">Fleece Pullover</name>
<name language="en">Floppy Sun Hat</name>
Figure 8

Complex Predicates
In a FLWOR expression in the where statement can be used the boolean and and or in order
to create complex predicates.
Example 6

: Get the product nodes that belong to department „ACC‟ or „MEN‟ and their number is
greater than 500 and the product node have an element desc in their structure.
for $product in doc("catalog.xml")//product
let $productNo := $product/number
where ($product/@dept = „ACC‟ or $product/@dept = „MEN‟)
and exists($product/desc) and ($productNo > 500)
return $product

In this example a complex predicate is used. The exists function is used to examine if in the
product node there exists an element desc. The result of Example 6 is shown in Figure 9.
<product dept="MEN">
<number>784</number>
<name language="en">Cotton Dress Shirt</name>
<colorChoices>white gray</colorChoices>
<desc>Our <i>favorite</i> shirt!</desc>
</product>
Figure 9
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IF – THEN –ELSE in the FLOWR syntax
In XQuery it is possible to use the classic programming expression IF-THEN-ELSE.
Its syntax is:
IF (IFexpression) ΤΗΕΝ
(THENexpression)
ELSE
(ELSEexpression)
Example 7

Get the product number and product names of catalog.xml document. The result will be
presented in accessory tags if the product attribute dept is equal to „ACC‟ and in other if the
attribute dept is different than „ACC‟.
for $product in (doc("catalog.xml")/catalog/product)
return if ($product/@dept = 'ACC') then
(<accessoryNum>{data($product/number)}</accessoryNum>,
<accessoryName>{data($product/name)}</accessoryName>)
else
(<otherNum>{data($product/number)}</otherNum>,
<otherName>{data($procuct/name)}</otherName>)

In this example the IF-THEN-ELSE expression is used in the XQuery FLOWR statement.
The value of the attribute dept is checked against the value „ACC‟ and regarding the result of
the comparison, the returned result presented in the respective tags. The function data is used
to get the specific value of the node product/number or product/name without the initial tags
of the XML document or any attribute of those nodes. It is possible to project more than one
node using a comma between the projected nodes. The result of Example 7 is shown in
Figure 10.
<otherNum>557</otherNum>
<otherName>Fleece Pullover</otherName>
<accessoryNum>563</accessoryNum>
<accessoryName>Floppy Sun Hat</accessoryName>
<accessoryNum>443</accessoryNum>
<accessoryName>Deluxe Travel Bag</accessoryName>
<otherNum>784</otherNum>
<otherName>Cotton Dress Shirt</otherName>
Figure 10
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Quantifiers
In an XQuery expression the quantifiers are used to check if a part of a collection of data (or
all the elements of a collection of data) satisfies a comparison expression. The existential
quantifier some checks if a part of the collection satisfies the expression. The universal
quantifier every checks if all the parts of a collection satisfies the expression. The syntax of
such a query contains three parts, (a) the quantifier some or every, (b) one or more in
expressions that defines the expression and (c) the satisfies expression which includes the
comparison statement.
Example 8

: Use of the some quantifier
some $dept in doc("catalog.xml")//product/@dept
satisfies ($dept = "ACC")

It comes true if a value of the attribute dept of a product node is equal to „ACC‟.
Example 9

: Use of the every quantifier
every $dept in doc("catalog.xml")//product/@dept
satisfies ($dept = "ACC")

It comes true if the value of the attribute dept of all the product nodes of the catalog.xml is
equal to „ACC‟.
Example 10

: Use of the some quantifier and the Boolean not.
not(some $dept in doc("catalog.xml")//product/@dept
satisfies ($dept = "ACC"))

It comes true if the value of the attribute dept of all the product nodes of the catalog.xml is
not equal to „ACC‟.
Join
In XQuery like SQL there is the possibility to use as data domain more than one sources
(XML columns, XML documents, etc.). In order to define a logical connection between the
different sources a join has to be defined.
Example 11

for $item in doc("order.xml")//item,
$product in doc("catalog.xml")//product[number = $item/@num]
return <item num="{$item/@num}"
name="{$product/name}"
quan="{$item/@quantity}"/>
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In this example two sources are used, the catalog.xml document and the order.xml document
(Figure 11). In the for clause the loopVariable item is defined. Also, the loopVariable
product is defined. Moreover in the square brackets of the for clause the join is defined
between the two sources on the product element number and the item attribute num..
<order num="00299432" date="2006-09-15" cust="0221A">
<item dept="WMN" num="557" quantity="1" color="navy"/>
<item dept="ACC" num="563" quantity="1"/>
<item dept="ACC" num="443" quantity="2"/>
<item dept="MEN" num="784" quantity="1" color="white"/>
<item dept="MEN" num="784" quantity="1" color="gray"/>
<item dept="WMN" num="557" quantity="1" color="black"/>
</order>
Figure 11

The result of the Example 11 is shown in Figure 12.
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item

num="557"
num="563"
num="443"
num="784"
num="784"
num="557"

name="Fleece
name="Floppy
name="Deluxe
name="Cotton
name="Cotton
name="Fleece

Pullover" quan="1"/>
Sun Hat" quan="1"/>
Travel Bag" quan="2"/>
Dress Shirt" quan="1"/>
Dress Shirt" quan="1"/>
Pullover" quan="1"/>

Figure 12

Group by
In XQuery1.0 the grouping of results developed as a join. In particular in the following
example all the item nodes are presented grouped by the attribute dept value.
Example 12
for $department in distinct-values(doc("order.xml")//item/@dept)
let $items := doc("order.xml")//item[@dept = $department]
order by $department
return <department code="{$department}">$items</department>

In this example the loopVariable department is defined which contains all the distinct values
of the dept attributes of the item node (a set of all the values of the attribute). Also, a
seqVariable items is defined. Because the items variable defined in the Let clause contains
the values of the nodes item that the value of their attribute dept is equal to the value of the
loopVariable, i.e. the items variable gets the nodes item according to the value of their
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attribute dept, first all the nodes item that the dept is equal to „ACC‟, then all the nodes item
that the attribute is equal to „MEN‟, etc.. The result of the Example 12 is shown in Figure 13.
<department code="ACC">
<item dept="ACC" num="443" quantity="2"/>
<item dept="ACC" num="563" quantity="1"/>
</department>
<department code="MEN">
<item dept="MEN" num="784" quantity="1" color="white"/>
<item dept="MEN" num="784" quantity="1" color="gray"/>
</department>
<department code="WMN">
<item dept="WMN" num="557" quantity="1" color="navy"/>
<item dept="WMN" num="557" quantity="1" color="black"/>
</department>

Figure 13

In XQuery1.1, the example 12 will be expressed as :
Example 13 :
for $item in doc(“order.xml”)//item
let $departement := doc(“order.xml”)//item/@departement
group by $departement
order by $departement
return <department code=”{$departement}”> $item </department>

The result of the example 13 will be the same as previously and is shown in Figure 13.
In XQuery1.1, Windowing, Count, Outer-for and Try-catch donctionalities have been added.
Form more information, please refer to [30].
For an introduction to XQuery, please study also the presentation of Matti Kurki at
http://www.DBTechNet.org/papers/XQuery_en.pdf or Chapter 31 in “Database Systems” by
Connolly and Begg [7].
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Part II: XML and SQL Standard, SQL/XML Specification
Purpose of Part II is to introduce and present working examples on XML concepts
and technologies specified as part of the new SQL standard, which should guide the
actual XML implementations in RDBMS systems and provide portable knowledge on
the subject.
Instead of using just standalone XML documents, or even dedicated XML databases, storing
XML documents together with SQL data in relational databases provides benefits of robust,
scalable, transactional, and optimized use of integrity, security, caching and persistence
services of the RDBMS systems. Due to SQL/XML duality it is even possible to integrate
both data models to manage the overall consistency of the data.
As noted before the work on supporting XML as part SQL/XML of SQL standard started in
year 2000, and the first specification was Part 14 of SQL:2003 standard. This part of the
standard is a major developing subject area, which is still continuing after SQL:2008. This
means that the implementations have selected their own development paths and have
differing solutions.

XML Type
SQL/XML defines data type XML, which accepts only well-formed XML data, XML
document, or XML content (i.e. fragment). This makes it possible to create a SQL table
having one or more columns of type XML, define SQL variables of type XML, and pass
XML data in and out as parameters of SQL procedures and functions. According to Melton
[11] the XML type in SQL:2003 was based on XML Infoset, but in later editions of the
standard on the XQuery/XPath Data Model (XDM).
According to SQL/XML:2006 the XML data type can be defined with type modifiers as
follows:
XML [ ( { DOCUMENT | CONTENT | SEQUENCE }
[ ( { ANY | UNTYPED | XMLSCHEMA <schema details> } ) ]

where <schema details> can be defined as
URI <target-namespace-URI> [ LOCATION <schema-location> ]
[ ELEMENT <element-name> ]
| NONAMESPACE [ LOCATION <schema-location> ]
[ ELEMENT <element-name> ]
| ID <registered-schema-name> [ ELEMENT <element-name> ]

and the modifiers modify the XML type
DOCUMENT
to allow a well-formed XML document only
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to allow an XML fragment (multiple root elements or text
nodes)
to allow any sequence of nodes and values [11]
to be without an XML Schema
to be associated with an XML Schema as defined by
<schema details>

ANY

to allow the XML values be associated with an XML Schema
or not to be associated.

If no modifier is defined, the standard requires the default implementation to be one of the
following combinations:
XML (SEQUENCE),
XML (CONTENT (ANY)), or
XML (CONTENT (UNTYPED)).

We will see that the implementations vary, and this exact syntax has not yet been
implemented in the products. However, this syntax helps us to understand the architecture
differences between the current implementations.
The XML type of SQL standard allows any storage implementations (CLOB, shredded, or
binary) as long as it is transparent to applications.

XML versus SQL
SQL data is strongly typed, structured tabular data, whereas XML data can be
semistructured, and not necessary type validated. According to the relational model the rows
in an SQL table are unordered, whereas XML documents are ordered sequences.
XML language is case-sensitive, whereas SQL is internally up-shifted (except in some
implementations).
Missing data:
In SQL language we use explicit NULL values to represent missing or unknown data,
whereas in XML we can use nil mechanism: explicit empty elements or implicit - missing
elements.
Examples of explicit empty element:
<e></e>
<e />
<e xsi:nil="true" />
<e attr="is this also an empty e element?" />

Following client element presents an example of implicit missing email element
<client cid="124">
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<address>
<street>1234 Elm St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95141</zip>
</address>
</client>
Identifiers:
Length of core SQL:1999 and in versions before the maximum identifier length was 18
character, in higher level SQL the maximum length is 128 characters. In regular SQL
identifiers only letters A..Z, digits and underscores are allowed characters, and the name
must start with a letter. According to SQL standard identifiers enclosed in double quotes,
delimited identifiers, are case sensitive and may contain any characters.
SQL
implementations have some extensions to these options. [9]
XML names do not have a predefined maximum length. The names must start with a letter,
but names can contain letters, digits, and underscores. Colons are used as separators of the
namespace prefixes in element names. Names must not start with "xml" not in upper nor in
lower case characters or any mixtures of these. [9]
For mapping SQL identifiers to XML names SQL/XML defines escape notation to transform
characters, which XML does not allow, into Unicode character sequences of form
"_xnnnn_" where "nnnn" (or "nnnnnn") is hexadecimal presentation of the 2 to 3 byte
Unicode character, for example "_x0040_" instead of a space. So the SQL identifier
"xmldocs" can be mapped into XML name as "_x0078_MLDOCS". The sequence "_x"
inside an SQL identifier will be mapped into sequence "_x005F_". [9]
Problematic SQL names can perhaps be renamed using a proper view definition.
Mapping of Data Types
SQL standard defines predefined data types, including exact numeric, approximate numeric,
character, binary, and datetime data types, and constructed data types.
XML Schema namespace defines primitive XML data types, such as
xs:boolean
xs:decimal
xs:float
xs:integer
xs:string
xs:date

(etc, as presented in Figure 2 above)
which can be used to derive also new data types, using facets [23].
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In addition to the namespace prefixes xs, those namespaces available as permanently
registered XML Schemas are listed below in Table 1.
prefix
target namespace URI
xs
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
xsd
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
xsi
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xdt
http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-datatypes
fn
http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions
sqlxml
http://standards.iso.org/iso/9075/2003/sqlxml
Table 1 - Permanently registered XML Schemas [10]

XML Schema data types are less restrictive than the SQL data types (implementations of
which are varying). The differences between SQL standard data types and XML data types
are solved in SQL/XML standard using XML Schema facets and annotations defined in the
standard.
Integer data types SMALLINT, INTEGER, and BIGINT are mapped to xs:integer, and
diffrentiated from each other by proper limit values of facets xs:minInclusive and
xs:maxInclusive. In addition to these types the following facets can be used









xs:unsignedByte
xs:byte
xs:unsignedShort
xs:short
xs:unsignedInt
xs:int
xs:unsignedLong
xs:long

where the “unsigned” facets can actually define more accurate type constraints than SQL
data type without CHECK constraints.
SQL

data

types

DECIMAL(p,q)

are

mapped

to

xs:decimal

with

facets

xs:totalDigits=”p” and xs:fractionDigits=”q”.

SQL data type DECIMAL(8,2) can also be mapped directly to the following XML data type
so that if needed it maps back to SQL data type DECIMAL [9]:
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:decimal">
<xs:precision value="9" />
<xs:scale value="2" />
<xs:annotation>
<sqlml:sqltype name="DECIMAL"
userPrecision="8" scale="2" />
</xs:annotation>
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</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

The approximate numeric SQL data type REAL is mapped to xs:float, DOUBLE
PRECISION to xs:double, and FLOAT to xs:float or xs:double depending on the
needed precision.
The SQL data type DATE is mapped to xs:date, TIME to xs:time, TIMESTAMP to
xs:dateTime, and TIME ZONE options using xs:pattern facets.
SQL data types CHARACTER(n) are mapped to xs:string with facet xs:length="n",
and types CHARACTER VARYING (n) are mapped to xs:string with facet
xs:maxLength="n".

For more information on SQL to XML and XML to SQL , see Melton [9][11]

XQuery and XML Predicates
As XML data type in SQL/XML:2006 was changed to base on XQuery/Xpath Data Model
XDM, the standard adapted also the XQuery language as part of the SQL language for
importing XML data to be selected with the SQL data. Based on XQuery/XPath
functionalities the following functions were included in the standard:
 XMLQuery
 XMLTable
 XMLExists
 is Content
 is Document
 is Valid

XMLQUERY
With an XMLQuery function an SQL SELECT statement can fetch an XML value (XML
type instance) from given XML documents using the following (simplified) syntax:
XMLQUERY ('<XQuery expression>'
[ PASSING <argument list> ]
[ RETURNING {CONTENT | SEQUENCE} ]
{ NULL ON EMPTY | EMPTY ON EMPTY }
)

where
<XQuery expression> is an XPath expression optionally prefixed with a variable which

defines the context element for the XPath expression, and
<argument list> is a comma-separated list of items or format
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<value expression> AS <identifier>, which typically is used to pass the

XML column of the current row as value of the context node variable, but can also
pass parameter markers (?) or host variables (:var) to be applied in the XQuery
expression (for more information on passing parameters see Nicola and KumarChatterjee [31] pp 183-184).
For example:
SELECT pid, XMLQuery (
'declare default element namespace "http://posample.org";
$d//price/text()'
PASSING description AS "d") AS price
FROM Product
ORDER BY pid;

resulting as
PID
PRICE
-----------------100-100-01 9.99
100-101-01 19.99
100-103-01 49.99
100-201-01 3.99

Note:
SQL/XML standard is just a specification, but we want to verify our understanding of the
specifications, and therefore we have used the SQL/XML implementation in DB2 Express-C
V9.5 to test our examples (typically using the SAMPLE database of IBM). This means that
our examples may differ a bit from the presented syntax in the standard.
If the XML document in DB2 database has namespace reference to registered schema, then
the <XQuery expression> has to have the default element namespace declaration in the
beginning of the <XQuery expression> string, and the whole string has to be on the same
line, even if it seems to be splitted on continuous lines in our example, but this is due to text
editing only.

XMLEXISTS
XMLExists function is an SQL/XML predicate which uses XQuery/XPath expressions to
find out if the given filter predicate finds any items in the target XML document using the
following syntax:
XMLEXISTS ('<XQuery expression>'
[ PASSING <argument list> ]

)
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like the XMLQUERY syntax above. For a non-empty XPath result the function returns
TRUE, otherwise FALSE. Using XMLQuery and XMLExists we can apply a hybrid query
using SQL and XML as follows
SELECT pid, XMLQuery (
'declare default element namespace
$d//price/text()'
passing DESCRIPTION as
FROM Product
WHERE XMLExists (
'declare default element namespace
$d/product[@pid="100-100-01"]'
passing DESCRIPTION as

"http://posample.org";
"d") AS price
"http://posample.org";
"d")

resulting as
PID
PRICE
-----------------100-100-01 9.99

IS CONTENT
Is Content predicate is used to test whether the XML value is an XQuery document node (or
not) as follows:
<XML value expression>
IS [NOT] CONTENT

Note: no implementation yet?
IS DOCUMENT
Is Document predicate is used to test whether the XML value is an XQuery document node,
<XML value expression>, having child nodes, and possible comment nodes or possible
processing instruction nodes.
<XML value expression>
IS [NOT] DOCUMENT

Note: no implementation yet?
IS VALID
Is Valid predicate is used to test whether the <XML value expression> is valid (or not)
according to a registered XML Schema as follows:
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<XML value expression>
IS [NOT] VALID
{ DOCUMENT | CONTENT | SEQUENCE }
[ ACCORDING TO XMLSCHEMA … ]

Note: no implementation yet? Comparable with the “IS VALID” predicate implementation
of DB2 (see Part III)?

XMLTable (XML to SQL)
XMLTable constructor is a table-valued function, row-generating XQuery expression, which
defines an SQL view on XML data using the simplified syntax:
XMLTABLE ( [ <namespace declaration> , ]
'<XQuery expression>'
[ PASSING <value expression> AS <identifier> ]
COLUMNS
{
<column name> FOR ORDINALITY
| <column name> <SQL data type>
PATH '<XPath expression>'
} , ... )

where
<XQuery expression>
<value expression>
<identifier>

produces a sequence of nodes to be used as context nodes of
the XPath expressions for the columns
defines the base XML document for the contents of the
XMLTable
defines node variable passing the root of the base XML
document as the context node for the <XQuery
expression>

Examples:
SELECT T.*
FROM Customer CROSS JOIN
XMLTABLE('$i/customerinfo'
COLUMNS
cid
CHAR(4)
custname
VARCHAR(20)
street
VARCHAR(25)
city
VARCHAR(10)
ORDER BY cid;

PASSING info AS "i"
PATH
PATH
PATH
PATH

'@Cid',
'name',
'addr/street',
'addr/city') AS T

resulting as
CID CUSTNAME
STREET
CITY
---- -------------------- ------------------------- ---------1000 Kathy Smith
5 Rosewood
Toronto
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25 EastCreek
25 EastCreek
1596 Baseline
1596 Baseline
223 NatureValley Road

Markham
Markham
Aurora
Toronto
Toronto

Above the table-valued function XTABLE is used in correlated CROSS JOIN with table
Customer passing one row at a time to the XTABLE function which dives into the passed
XML document in column INFO finding first there the context element. Then using the
column-generating XPATH expressions an SQL row is constructed and presented by the
XTABLE function. No row is returned if the context element is not found, whereas for
existing context elements a NULL value is returned to columns for which the XPATH
expression fails. For more advanced examples see Nicola and Kumar-Chatterjee [31] pp
165-181.
Using the DB2 proprietary function db2-fn:xmlcolumn we can access the INFO column of
the given table CUSTOMER directly, and using the following query
SELECT T.*
FROM XMLTABLE('db2-fn:xmlcolumn("CUSTOMER.INFO")/customerinfo'
COLUMNS
cid
CHAR(4)
PATH '@Cid',
custname
VARCHAR(20) PATH 'name',
street
VARCHAR(25) PATH 'addr/street',
city
VARCHAR(10) PATH 'addr/city')
AS T
ORDER BY cid;

we get exactly the same result as in previous example.

SQL/XML Publishing Functions (SQL to XML)
SQL/XML publishing functions are actually XML constructors, which Melton [9] calls as
pseudo-functions, constructing XML data from value expressions which can include data
from the SQL tables.
Following functions are defined in SQL/XML:2006










XMLagg
XMLattributes
XMLbinary
XMLcast
XMLcomment
XMLconcat
XMLdocument
XMLelement
XMLforest
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XMLiterate
XMLnamespaces
XMLparse
XMLpi
XMLtext
XMLvalidate.

For details of these we refer to the standard [10], books of Melton [9][11] and Chong [6],
manuals of Oracle [1] and DB2 [5], which DBMS products have implemented SQL/XML.
We will explain just the most typical constructors using examples. For our examples we will
use the Employee table of the SAMPLES database of DB2 having following structure:
CREATE TABLE Employee (
empno
CHAR(6) NOT NULL ,
firstnme VARCHAR(12) NOT NULL ,
midinit
CHAR(1) ,
lastname VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL ,
workdept CHAR(3) ,
phoneno
CHAR(4) ,
hiredate DATE ,
job
CHAR(8) ,
edlevel
SMALLINT NOT NULL ,
sex
CHAR(1) ,
birthdate DATE ,
salary
DECIMAL(9,2) ,
bonus
DECIMAL(9,2) ,
comm
DECIMAL(9,2)
) IN USERSPACE1 ;

XMLELEMENT and XMLATTRIBUTES
Basic XML constructors of SQL/XML are XMLelement and XMLattributes, which
are used for constructing XML elements and their attributes with our following simplified,
recursive syntax:
XMLELEMENT ( NAME <element name>
[, XMLATTRIBUTES (<value expression> AS <attribute name> [, ...] ) ]
[, <value expression>
| {, { XMLNAMESPACES (...)
| XMLELEMENT (...)
| XMLAGG (...)
}
} ... ])

where
<element name> is the tag name of the element
<value expression> is an SQL expression, for example a literal
<attribute name> is the attribute name, and
XMLNAMESPACES() and XMLAGG() will be explained below.

or column name
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We will now test these constructors with some sample SQL commands.
Note: Rows of the resultsets are edited, cutting out the long trailing spaces of the lines.
An empty XML element named "empty" can be constructed as follows
VALUES ( XMLelement (NAME "empty"))

resulting as
--------------<empty/>

The SELECT command
SELECT (XMLelement (NAME "emloyee",
XMLattributes (empno AS "empno"),
XMLelement (NAME "name", firstnme || ' ' || lastname))
) AS Emp
FROM Employee
WHERE workdept='C01' ;

will construct the following results
Emp
---------------------------------------------------------------<emloyee empno="000030"><name>SALLY KWAN</name></emloyee>
<emloyee empno="000130"><name>DELORES QUINTANA</name></emloyee>
<emloyee empno="000140"><name>HEATHER NICHOLLS</name></emloyee>
<emloyee empno="200140"><name>KIM NATZ</name></emloyee>
4 record(s) selected.

Arguments of XMLelement constructor can include multiple XMLelement calls like in the
following SELECT command using contents of the Employee table:
SELECT (XMLelement (NAME "name",
XMLelement (NAME "fname", firstnme),
XMLelement (NAME "lname", lastname))) AS Emp
FROM Employee
WHERE workdept='C01' ;

resulting as
Emp
---------------------------------------------------------------<name><fname>SALLY</fname><lname>KWAN</lname></name>
<name><fname>DELORES</fname><lname>QUINTANA</lname></name>
<name><fname>HEATHER</fname><lname>NICHOLLS</lname></name>
<name><fname>KIM</fname><lname>NATZ</lname></name>
4 record(s) selected.

XMLNAMESPACES
XMLnamespaces constructor with syntax
XMLNAMESPACES (<namespace declarations>)
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generates the given namespace declarations in the XML document.

XMLAGG
If we want to gather more than one row into a single XML document, we will need the
XMLagg constructor with syntax
XMLAGG ( <XML value expression>
[ ORDER BY <sort specification> ]
[ RETURNING { CONTENT | SEQUENCE } ]
)

where <XML value expression> is typically an XMLelement function call. The
XMLagg function call is typically second argument of XMLelement function call, and
when used as part of an SQL SELECT statement it affects on the processing so that even if
the statement does not have an GROUP BY clause, the selected rows are grouped as one
group and a single aggregate XML document will be constructed of the rows, like in the
following example:
SELECT (XMLelement (NAME "C01-employees",
XMLagg (XMLelement (NAME "emloyee",
XMLattributes (empno AS "empno"),
XMLelement (NAME "name",
firstnme || ' ' || lastname))
ORDER BY empno ASC)
)
) AS C01
FROM Employee
WHERE workdept='C01' ;

resulting as
C01
---------------------------------------------------------------<C01-employees>
<emloyee empno="000030">
<name>SALLY KWAN</name>
</emloyee>
<emloyee empno="000130">
<name>DELORES QUINTANA</name>
</emloyee>
<emloyee empno="000140">
<name>HEATHER NICHOLLS</name>
</emloyee>
<emloyee empno="200140">
<name>KIM NATZ</name>
</emloyee>
</C01-employees>
1 record(s) selected.
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XMLFOREST
XMLforest constructor is actually a shorthand form for constructing multiple XML

elements from columns of a single row instead of using XMLelement for every column. The
simplified syntax is as follows
XMLFOREST ( { <value expression> AS <element name> } , ... )
and an example
SELECT (XMLelement (NAME "emloyee",
XMLattributes (empno AS "empno"),
XMLforest (firstnme AS "fname",
lastname AS "lname",
birthdate AS dob)
)
) AS Emp
FROM Employee
WHERE empno='000030' ;

resulting as
Emp
---------------------------------------------------------------<emloyee empno="000030">
<fname>SALLY</fname>
<lname>KWAN</lname>
<DOB>1971-05-11</DOB>
</emloyee>
1 record(s) selected.

XMLCONCAT
XMLconcat constructor concatenates two or more XML values into an XML forest. The

syntax is easily seen from an example modified from the example of XMLforest:
SELECT (XMLelement (NAME "emloyee",
XMLattributes (empno AS "empno"),
XMLconcat (XMLelement (NAME "fname", firstnme),
XMLelement (NAME "lname", lastname),
XMLelement (NAME dob, birthdate) ,
XMLparse(DOCUMENT'<e>test literal</e>')
)
) AS Emp
FROM Employee
WHERE empno='000030' ;

resulting as
Emp
---------------------------------------------------------------<emloyee empno="000030">
<fname>SALLY</fname>
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<lname>KWAN</lname>
<DOB>1971-05-11</DOB>
<e>test literal</e>
</emloyee>
1 record(s) selected.

In the example above we tested concatenation of a literal document casted into XML
document. For casting we used XMLparse function, instead of which we could have used
the XMLcast function of form:
XMLcast ('<e>literal test</e>' AS XML)

XMLtext constructor is not useful here, since it only creates an XML text node and it
should have been enclosed as argument for XMLelement call, for example
XMLelement (NAME "e", XMLtext ('literal test' ))

XMLDOCUMENT
XMLdocument function creates the document node for the XML document, which node is
required by for an XML document by the XML data type, but which node is not visible when
the XML document is serialized into a string. We will test using DB2 as follows:
CREATE TABLE T (
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
doc
XML
);
INSERT INTO T VALUES (1,
XMLelement(NAME N1,'This does not have any document node'));
INSERT INTO T VALUES (2,
XMLdocument(XMLelement(NAME N1,
'This will have the document node')));
SELECT * FROM T;
----------------------------------------------------------------INSERT INTO T VALUES (1, XMLelement(NAME N1,'This does not have any
document node'))
DB21034E The command was processed as an SQL statement because it
was not a valid Command Line Processor command. During SQL
processing it returned:
SQL20345N The XML value is not a well-formed document with a single
root element. SQLSTATE=2200L
INSERT INTO T VALUES(2, XMLdocument(XMLelement(NAME N1,'This will
have the document node')))
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
SELECT * FROM T
ID
DOC
-----------------------------------------------------------------
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2 <N1>This will have the document node</N1>
1 record(s) selected.

XMLVALIDATE
On inserting or updating data in a database we have accustomed to rely on data consistency
and integrity checking services of the DBMS. For data in XML columns only well-formness
of the data is checked as default, and we need some method for possible data validation
against the proper XML Schema. SQL/XML:2006 gave us the XMLvalidate function for
this purpose with (simplified) syntax:
XMLVALIDATE ([ { DOCUMENT | CONTENT | SEQUENCE} ]
<XML value expression>
ACCORDING TO XMLSCHEMA
<schema details>
)

Details of the <schema details> follow the syntax we presented earlier on XML type
modifiers.
Assuming that in our database we have a registered XML schema having ID
t_doc_schema , and table T created by command
CREATE TABLE T (
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
doc
XML (DOCUMENT (XMLSCHEMA ID t_doc_schema))
);

When inserting a new document to table T, and we want to have the document validated
against its schema, we can enter the INSERT command as follows
INSERT INTO T (id, doc) VALUES (100,
XMLvalidate(XMLparse(DOCUMENT '<e>something</e>')
ACCORDING TO XMLSCHEMA ID t_doc_schema));

Note: An XML document in text format has to be parsed before it can be used as an XML
document (as an XML value expression) to be validated.

Casting XML into SQL or text
XMLSERIALIZE
SQL/XML function XMLserialize can be used to cast an XML document or fragment to
some SQL data type, such as CLOB. The simplified syntax is following
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XMLSERIALIZE ( [ { DOCUMENT | CONTENT } ]
<XML value expression> AS <SQL data type>
[ VERSION <string literal> ]
[ { INCLUDING | EXCLUDING } XMLDECLARATION ]
)

While testing this syntax with DB2 V9.5 we noted that the type modifier for the XML value
expression is not yet supported, and only target SQL data type is CLOB.
In the following example we use table Product in the DB2 SAMPLE database:
SELECT XMLserialize( description AS CLOB VERSION '1.0'
INCLUDING XMLdeclaration )
AS description
FROM Product
WHERE pid = '100-100-01' ;

which gives the result
description
---------------<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<product xmlns="http://posample.org" pid="100-100-01">
<description>
<name>Snow Shovel, Basic 22 inch</name>
<details>
Basic Snow Shovel, 22 inches wide, straight handle with D-Grip
</details>
<price>9.99</price>
<weight>1 kg</weight>
</description>
</product>

To cast the value as VARCHAR we need to enclose it to an extra SQL CAST function, like
in the following, where we have left out the version and XMLdeclaration clauses (to show
that these are optional)
SELECT CAST(XMLserialize( description AS CLOB )
AS VARCHAR(1000) )
AS description
FROM Product
WHERE pid = '100-100-01'

giving the result
description
---------------<product xmlns="http://posample.org" pid="100-100-01">
<description>
<name>Snow Shovel, Basic 22 inch</name>
<details>
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Basic Snow Shovel, 22 inches wide, straight handle with D-Grip
</details>
<price>9.99</price>
<weight>1 kg</weight>
</description>
</product>

SQL/XML Duality
SQL/XML duality means that it is possible to see SQL data as XML data thru an XML view
created for SQL data, and vice versa it is possible to see XML data as SQL data thru an SQL
view created for the XML data.
An XML view on SQL data can be created using the SQL/XML constructor functions as we
have seen above.
An SQL view on XML data can be created using the SQL/XML function XMLTABLE as
we have seen above.
Unfortunately according to SQL standard we cannot yet create SQL triggers to be fired by
events on views to control consistency between SQL data and XML data.

XML Maintenance
It is easy (and expensive in terms of performance) to update an XML document in database
just replacing the whole document with a new version.
More challenging (and hopefully providing better performance) is to partially update the
XML documents in the database. This is a topic which late in the development of the
SQL/XML standard, and as we will see in Part III, all mainstream DBMS systems have
solution of their own.
Only thing that SQL/XML:2006 standard defines for the SQL DML commands is the WITH
clause for defining the namespaces for the XML documents used in these commands, with
the following simplified syntaxes:
INSERT [WITH XMLNAMESPACES ( <XML namespaces list> ) ]
INTO <insertion target> <insertion columns and source>
UPDATE [WITH XMLNAMESPACES ( <XML namespaces list> ) ]
SET <set clause list>
{ WHERE <search condition> |
WHERE CURRENT OF <cursorname> }
DELETE [WITH XMLNAMESPACES ( <XML namespaces list> ) ]
FROM <insertion target> WHERE <search condition>
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MERGE [WITH XMLNAMESPACES ( <XML namespaces list> ) ]
INTO <target table> [ [AS] <correlation name> ]
USING <table reference> ON <search condition>
<merge operation specification>

For more detailed SQL syntax on these, please see Melton‟s books [10][11][21]
There has been various initiatives for specifications on updating XML documents, for
example by XUpdate Working Group of XML:DB. W3C is now working on extending
XQuery to cover also maintenance of XML updates as “XQuery Update Facility 1.0”
specification[21]. Editors of this specification include Jim Melton from Oracle and Don
Chamberlin from IBM, so we can expect that this is the specification to be watched for the
future on XML updates. Current Candidate Recommendation of the specification seem to
reflect features of implementations in DB2 and in Oracle (see Part III).
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Part III: XML Implementations in RDBMS Systems
Purpose of Part III is to introduce and present working examples on the actual XML
implementations in RDBMS systems and provide operational knowledge on the
subject.
It seems that the main focus in the development of SQL standard in the last years has been
on XML. All mainstream RDBMS systems have now implemented XML datatypes, but
inspite of the standards, the implementations have many differences. In this tutorial we will
first introduce the native XML form of DB2 LUW (on Linux, Unix, and Windows), which
follows perhaps most closely the standards, and to emphasize this is also called as
pureXML(TM).
We will later include in this tutorial also introductions to the XML implementations of
Oracle and SQL Server.
Topics of interest on the XML implementations include
- XML data type requirements (document/fragment, encoding, storage options, ..)
- XML Schema repository
- XML Schema evolution
- XML validation and partial validation
- XML retrieval (implementations of XPath and XQuery)
- XML indexing
- XML update, especially partial updates
- SQL/XML implementations
- SQL/XML duality
- SQL and XML data integrity / consistency
- transactions and concurrency control
- performance
- best practices?
The list above will grow, and we will leave some of these topics as subjects for later studies.
In these first versions of this tutorial we will focus on a very simple example, modified from
XML materials of IBM.
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pureXML of DB2 LUW
XML Data Type
Instead of called as relational database any more, DB2 is now called as a hybrid database
supporting both relational and XML data.
XML documents can be stored in columns of SQL tables in the following
- CLOB columns as large unstructured character strings
- shredded into SQL nested tables, or so called side tables in XML Extender of DB2
- as tree in native XML (binary hierarchical form)
as presented in Figure 14. The native XML type accepts only well formed XML documents.

XML
document

XML
column shredding into

CLOB/ XML
column

CLOB
value

unstructured

XML
column

”nested tables” /
”side tables”

tree

binary

structured

Figure 14. XML column stored as CLOB, binary/tree, or shredded in nested tables

We can create for example following table having a native XML column:
CREATE TABLE Customers(
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
name
VARCHAR(50),
status CHAR(10),
contactinfo XML
);
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and into this table we can load data using the SQL commands like the following
INSERT INTO Customers (id, name, status, contactinfo)
VALUES (123, 'Harry Lime', 'Gold',
'<client cid="123">
<address>
<street>9999 Elm St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95141</zip>
</address>
<email>hlime@jihoo.com</email>
<email>harry@lime.net</email>
</client>'
);
COMMIT;

XML Schema in DB2
The following example XML document
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<client cid="124">
<address>
<street>1234 Hill St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95145</zip>
</address>
<email>monk@yahoo.com</email>
</client>

is a document instance of document type defined by the following XML Schema
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:element name="client">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="address">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="street" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="city" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="state" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="zip" type="xs:string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="email" type="xs:string"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="cid" type="xs:int" />
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</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

An XML Schema can be loaded from a file (for example C:\TEMP\client.xsd) into XML
Schema Repository of DB2 using following command for registering the schema URI
"http://contactinfo" and the optional local SQL schema id "schContactInfo" for the
schema
REGISTER XMLSCHEMA http://contactinfo
FROM c:\TEMP\client.xsd AS schContactInfo ;

The registered schema can by checked/validated by the command
COMPLETE XMLSCHEMA schContactInfo ;

After this the XML documents can be validated against this schema in INSERT, UPDATE
or IMPORT commands using the XMLVALIDATE function.
An example of validation in INSERT command is following
INSERT INTO Customers (cid, name, status, contactinfo)
VALUES (124, 'Adrian Monk', 'Silver',
XMLVALIDATE(XMLPARSE(DOCUMENT
'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<client cid="124">
<address>
<street>1234 Hill St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95145</zip>
</address>
<email>monk@yahoo.com</email>
</client>')
ACCORDING TO XMLSchema ID schContactInfo)
);

or when embedded in some programming language, for example in Java/JDBC, as follows
”INSERT INTO Customers(id, name, status, contactinfo)
VALUES (?, ?, ?, XMLVALIDATE(? ACCORDING TO XMLSchema ID schContactInfo)”

where the question marks are placeholders of parameters. The fourth placeholder is for the
XML document to be validated.
Validation can also be done by BEFORE INSERT or BEFORE UPDATE triggers as follows
CREATE TRIGGER tr1_Customers BEFORE UPDATE ON Customers
REFERENCING NEW AS n
FOR EACH ROW MODE DB2SQL
BEGIN ATOMIC
SET n.ContactInfo =
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XMLVALIDATE(n.ContactInfo ACCORDING TO XMLSchema ID schContactInfo);
END

If we now try to make an update producing a non-valid form as follows
UPDATE Customers
SET contactInfo =
XMLQuery (
'transform copy $newinfo := $c
modify do insert
<emaili>mymail@mydomain.net</emaili>
as last into $newinfo/client
return $newinfo'
passing contactinfo as "c")
WHERE cid = 123 ;

this will generate an exception and error message
SQL16196N XML document contains an element "emaili" that is not correctly
specified. Reason code = "37" SQLSTATE=2200M

A problem with triggers is that we need separate triggers for INSERT and UPDATE
commands.
Validation can also be forced by the CHECK clause of the XML column
ALTER TABLE Customers ADD CONSTRAINT chkContactInfo
CHECK (ContactInfo IS VALIDATED ACCORDING TO XMLSchema ID schContactInfo)
;

This succeeds only if all existing XML documents in the column are valid according to this
schema. After this all INSERT and UPDATE commands have to use XMLVALIDATE
function for validation of documents. CHECK clause does not automatically validate the
documents.
If there is need to store documents of different versions of the schema in the column, then we
can only require that documents need to be validated
ALTER TABLE Customers ADD CONSTRAINT chkContactInfo
CHECK (ContactInfo IS VALIDATED) ;

and the proper schema version has to be referred in the XMLVALIDATE function.
An XML Schema can be removed from the XML Schema Repository using following type
of command, but only after it is not referred in any structure (table, trigger, etc)
DROP XSROBJECT <schema name>

for example
DROP XSROBJECT schContactInfo ;
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XML Schema Evolution
If the XML column in a table is not bound to an XML Schema, it is possible to use different
schemas for the XML documents stored in different rows of the table. The actual schema of
a particular validated XML document can be found out in this case by the scalar function
XMLXsrObjectId(). However, this will make the maintenance complicated, and expensive
in terms of development work and performance.
Upward compatibility scenario of schemas:
As an easier XML Schema evolution path in DB2, an XML Schema registered in XSR can
be updated into a new compatible XML Schema. This has no effect on existing XML
documents referencing the URI of the Schema, which documents still need to be validable
against the new version of the schema.
The new schema version is first registered in XSR, and then updated using the command
UPDATE XMLSCHEMA

<schema id>

XML Schema Annotations
Native XML is the default storage solution for XML documents in DB2 pureXML, but if a
shredded if needed, it can be configured by using decomposition annotations of db2-xdb
namespace in the XML Schema [14]. For example the annotation attributes
db2-xdb:rowSet=”<table name>”
db2-xdb:column=”<column name>”

define the table and its column to be used for the element in question.

Retrieving the XML data
For retrieving XML data from XML columns we have the following 4 different options:
1) SQL Query:
Following SQL query will show also the XML documents stored in the XML column:
SELECT id, name, status, contactinfo AS contact
FROM
Customers
WHERE id = 123;

2) SQL/XML embedded in SQL Query:
The same result can be produced using the following hybrid query, which selects rows based
on the contents in XML documents, by XPath query in SQL/XML function XMLExists. The
XML documents in the selected rows are retrieved by an other XPath query in SQL/XML
function XMLQuery:
SELECT id, name, status,
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XMLQuery('$c/client' passing contactinfo as "c") AS contact
Customers
XMLExists('$d/client[@cid=123]' passing contactinfo as "d") ;

3) SQL/XML query:
XML documents can be retrieved from column ContactInfo of table Customers by the
XQuery command of DB2 and the XPath query in the DB2 implementation of xmlcolumn
function. Note that XQuery is case sensitive and the identifier names in metadata in the
system catalog tables of DB2 are upshifted, we need to use upshifted forms of the identier
names as follows:
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('CUSTOMERS.CONTACTINFO')/client[@cid='123'] ;

The result is of following form:
------------------------------------------<client cid="123">
<address>
<street>
9999 Elm St.
</street>
<city>
San Jose
</city>
<state>
CA
</state>
<zip>
95141
</zip>
</address>
<email>
anyemail@yahoo.com
</email>
<email>
anotheremail@yahoo.com
</email>
</client>
1 record(s) selected.
SQLSTATE: 00000DB2

4) SQL embedded in XQuery:
We will get the same result fetching the XML documents for the XPath query first using
SQL query inside the sqlxquery function as follows
XQuery db2-fn:sqlquery (
'SELECT contactinfo FROM
)/client[@cid=123];

Customers WHERE id = 123 '

Retrieving SQL data as XML data
Data in SQL table can collected and transformed into XML documents in DB2 using the
SQL/XML publishing functions of ISO SQL/XML standard as presented above. Actually all
examples have been run using DB2 Express-C.
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Updating XML documents
For updating parts of the XML documents, in the XQuery implementation of the DB2 there
has been added the transform clause, with which it is possible insert, delete,
rename, or replace elements (subtrees). Syntax of transform clause is described in
Figure 15 and its positioning semantics in Figure 16.
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transform
copy <$variable> := <CopySourceExpression>
modify do
{ insert <SourceExpression> { before
| after
| as first into
| as last into
| into
} <TargetExpression>
| delete <TargetExpression>
| rename <TargetExpression> as <NewNameExpression>
| replace [value of] <TargetExpression> with <SourceExpression>
}
return <ReturnExpression>
Figure 15 TRANSFORM clause of DB2 XQuery

Figure 16 TRANSFORM .. MODIFY DO ..
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In the following example we will add a new email element in the XML document on the
selected row
UPDATE Customers
SET contactInfo =
XMLQuery (
'transform copy $newinfo := $c
modify do insert
<email>mymail@mydomain.net</email>
as last into $newinfo/client
return $newinfo'
passing contactinfo as "c")
WHERE id = 123;

For more details and examples of the TRANSFORM clause, please see the DB2 XQuery
Reference –manual, or the articles ”Best Practices Managing XML Data” by Nicola and
Englert (in Web) and “Update XML in DB2 9.5” by Nicola and Jain [12].

XML indexes in DB2
Performance of XML processing can be improved by special XML indexes. DB2 uses three
kinds of XML indexes: so called XML regions and XML column path indexes are built
automatically by DB2, and in addition to these we can create indexes using xmlpattern
clause defining the absolute XPath expression (without predicates) of the elements to be
indexed, for example the email elements as follows
CREATE INDEX ix1Customers ON Customers (contactinfo)
GENERATE KEY USING xmlpattern '/client/email'
AS SQL VARCHAR(40);
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Oracle XML DB
For details of the Oracle XML DB architecture presented in Figure 17, please consult the
Oracle XML DB Developer‟s Guide [1].

Figure 17. Oracle XML DB architecture and storage solutions

Source: Oracle XML DB Developer‟s Guide [1]

In this chapter we will mainly apply our previous examples and operations on DB2 now to
Oracle XML DB.
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XMLType Data Type
The XML data type in Oracle is called XMLType instead of XML, perhaps due to early
implementation before the SQL/XML:2003. This can be used as data type of columns,
PL/SQL variables, or parameters of PL/SQL procedures or functions. It is also possible to
create a table of XMLType, in which case the table is just a collection of XML documents.
XMLType is an abstract data type, for which we can apply following storage models:
 An CLOB data type for unstructured storage for text-based persistence
 Structured object-based persistence, shredding into ”Nested Tables” directed by the
XML Schema annotations of Oracle
 Native Binary XML storage, compact and XML schema-aware XML. This is also
called as post-parse persistence [1]. Binary XML has been available only since
version 11.1.
It is also possible to apply mixture of these storage models for different parts of the XML
documents as hybrid storage according to the needs of the application, but this is out of
scope of our tutorial.

XML Schema
For XML Schema management the user has to have ALTER SESSION and XDBADMIN
privileges.
Our schema has been modified for Oracle and we import it to Oracle XML DB Repository
using the PL/SQL package DBMS_XDB
ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS='31098 trace name context forever';
/
-- storing the XML Schema directly into the repository:
DECLARE
res BOOLEAN;
schemaString VARCHAR2(4000):=
'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xdb="http://xmlns.oracle.com/xdb"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified"
xdb:storeVarrayAsTable="true">
<xsd:element name="client" type="ContactType"/>
<xsd:complexType name="ContactType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="address">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="street" type="xsd:string" />
<xsd:element name="city" type="xsd:string" />
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<xsd:element name="state" type="xsd:string" />
<xsd:element name="zip" type="xsd:string" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="email" type="xsd:string"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="cid" type="xsd:integer" />
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:schema>';
BEGIN
res := DBMS_XDB.createResource('/public/ContactInfo.xsd', schemaString);
END;
/
COMMIT;

The XML Schema which we loaded into the repository can now be registered by the
RegisterSchema method of the PL/SQL package DBMS_XMLSCHEMA to be referred by
URL address 'http://localhost/public/xsd/ContactInfo.xsd' in XML document
validations. As part of the registration method, it is possible to generate or configure also the
storage solution, for which we select the Binary XML as follows:
-- registering the XML Schema:
BEGIN
DBMS_XMLSCHEMA.REGISTERSCHEMA(
SCHEMAURL =>'http://localhost/public/xsd/ContactInfo.xsd',
SCHEMADOC => xdbURIType('/public/ContactInfo.xsd').getClob(),
LOCAL
=> FALSE,
GENTYPES => FALSE,
GENBEAN
=> FALSE,
GENTABLES => FALSE,
OPTIONS
=> DBMS_XMLSCHEMA.REGISTER_BINARYXML,
OWNER
=> USER
);
End;
/
COMMIT;

Now we can create a table with a column bound to our XML Schema:
CREATE TABLE Customers(
cid
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
name
VARCHAR2(50),
status
CHAR(10),
contactInfo XMLtype
)
XMLTYPE COLUMN contactInfo STORE AS BINARY XML
ELEMENT "http://localhost/public/xsd/ContactInfo.xsd#client";

Let‟s test the use of our solution inserting first a row with a valid XML document:
SQL> INSERT INTO Customers (cid, name, status, contactinfo)
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VALUES (123, 'Harry James', 'Gold',
XMLTYPE('<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<client cid="123">
<address>
<street>9999 Elm St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95141</zip>
</address>
<email>anyemail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>anotheremail@yahoo.com</email>
</client>')
);

1 row created.
SQL> commit;

and then using an invalid XML document:
SQL> INSERT INTO Customers
2 VALUES (124, 'Adam Monk', 'Silver',
3 XMLTYPE('<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
4 <client cid="124">
5
<address>
6
<street>1234 Hill St.</street>
7
<city>San Jose</city>
8
<state>CA</state>
9
</address>
10
<email>monk@yahoo.com</email>
11 </client>')
12 );
XMLTYPE('<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
*
ERROR at line 3:
ORA-31011: XML parsing failed
ORA-19202: Error occurred in XML processing
LSX-00213: only 0 occurrences of particle "zip", minimum is 1
SQL>

SQL/XML, XQuery, and Extensions
Oracle has been an early implementer of the SQL/XML standard and has implemented all
major publishing functions and predicates of SQL/XML:2006, plus the following extensions
[1]
XMLSequence()

returns a collection of XMLType values which can be used as
argument of the PL/SQL table function, for example
SELECT …
FROM table(XMLSequence(… )
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XMLRoot()

constructor function for generating the root element of the XML
document and the prolog with the version attribute. This has been
deprecated from the SQL/XML standard (compare with
XMLDocument constructor).

existsNode()

predicate which checks if the provided query finds result from the
passed XML document

extract()

returns as XMLType the XML fragment selected by the XPath
expression entered as argument of the function

extractValue() returns scalar value of the target node selected by the XPath
expression entered as argument of the function.
XQuery has been implemented also as a standalone command.
Oracle has implemented a set of its own functions in the built-in namespace
http://xmlns.oracle.com/xdb with prefix ora. One typical function is ora:view which
automatically builds and XML view on the SQL table entered as the argument, so that for
every row an element named ROW is built, containing every column value of the row as
element with the upshifted column name as name of the element. In case of naming
inconsistencies, the names are mapped into appropriate XML naming form.

The SQL/XML Query we used in DB2 above, can be applied to Oracle as follows:
SQL>
SQL>
2
3
4
5

set long 100000000
SELECT cid, name, status,
XMLQuery('$c/client' PASSING contactinfo AS "c"
RETURNING CONTENT) AS contact
FROM
Customers
WHERE XMLExists('$d/client[@cid=123]' PASSING contactinfo AS "d");

CID NAME
STATUS
---------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------CONTACT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------123 Harry James
Gold
<client cid="123">
<address>
<street>9999 Elm St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95141</zip>
</address>
<email>anyemail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>anotheremail@yahoo.com</email>
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</client>
SQL>

Note: The character mode program SQLPlus we used, assumes the row length to be 80
characters (as we had at the time of character mode terminals in the eighties) splitting the
text format XML document into multiple lines. To avoid truncation of column values we
first used the command SET LONG.

Partial XML Updates
Since the standard for partial updates of XML documents is still under development Oracle
has implemented the following XML update functions








updateXML
insertChildXML



deleteXML

insertChildXMLbefore
insertChildXMLafter
insertXMLbefore
insertXMLafter
appendChildXML

which are explained in the Oracle 1.1:n XML DB Developer Guide manual [1]. The
UPDATEXML can replace a whole subtree of the document with a new subtree, but it
cannot be used add or delete single elements or attributes, while the other functions provide
means for all kinds of single node updates.
To apply our DB2 example of adding a new email element after the second email address of
client 123, we use the insertChildXML function of Oracle as follows:
UPDATE Customers
SET contactInfo =
insertChildXML(contactInfo, '/client', 'email[2]',
XMLType('<email>mymail@mydomain.net</email>'))
WHERE cid = 123 ;

which we verify by the following query
SQL>
SQL>
2
3
4
5
6

set long 100000000
SELECT cid,
XMLQuery('$c/client/email' PASSING contactinfo AS "c"
RETURNING CONTENT) AS email
FROM
Customers
WHERE cid='123'
;
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CID
---------EMAIL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------123
<email>anyemail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>anotheremail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>mymail@mydomain.net</email>

XML Indexes and Optimization
Internally the XML processing of Oracle is first translated into SQL and the optimization is
based on the SQL optimizer. For the object-relational SQL structures of Nested Tables
storage model it is possible to create SQL indexes of Oracle to speed up the processing.
For storage modes of Binary XML and Nested Tables it is now possible to apply the new
XML indexes of Oracle, for example
CREATE INDEX contactInfo_ix ON Customers (contactInfo)
INDEXTYPE IS XDB.XMLIndex PARALLEL ;
CREATE INDEX succeeded.

Integrity of XML Documents and SQL Data
According to the XML specifications the uniqueness and referential integrity of elements can
be controlled only inside a single XML document, but not between multiple XML
documents. In Oracle XML DB the integrity can be controlled also by UNIQUE and
FOREIGN KEY constraints. The Foreign Key constraints can refer even to SQL tables. The
following examples are copied from the Oracle XML DB demo, where the Purchaseorder
table has been created as a collection of XML documents as follows
CREATE TABLE Purchaseorder OF

XMLType ;

The following Oracle XML DB constraint extension defines values of the Reference
elements unique in this table:
ALTER TABLE purchaseorder
ADD CONSTRAINT reference_is_unique
UNIQUE (XMLDATA."Reference")
/

and the following constraint extension defines the User elements as foreign keys, the values
of which has to found in some ename column of table emp in the SQL schema of user Scott.
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XML implementation in SQL Server
XML Data Type
In SQL Server the XML data type is implemented as an abstract class called XML with
methods such as
 query() for XQuery/Xpath implementation,
 modify() for partial XML updates using the SQL DML sublanguage extension of
T-SQL
 nodes() for shredding the XML data into multiple SQL rows
 value() for retrieving XML data and casting the values into SQL data types
 exist() as predicate to test if the included query finds result from the XML
document or not.
The value() and exist() methods above remind us of the SQL/XML extensions of Oracle
XML DB.
XML columns in tables are untyped if they are not bound to XML Schemas, or strongly
typed in case the column is bound to XML Schemas.

XML Schema
Instead of an XML repository, the XML Schemas in an SQL Server database are strored in
collections of type XML SCHEMA COLLECTION which may contain one or more XML
Schemas, see Figure 18.
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strongly typed XML column:
col XML(schemaCollection)

XML documents
in the table:
<doc1 xmlns=…
…
</doc1>
<doc1 xmlns=…
…

schemaCollection
<schema …
…
</schema>
schema versions
or different schemas

</doc1>
<schemaN …
…
<docN xmlns=…
…

</schemaN>

</docN>

Figure 18. Strongly typed XML column

To apply our DB2 example for SQL Server, we will create an XML schema collection
including the first schema in the collection as follows:
CREATE XML SCHEMA COLLECTION contactInfoColl AS
N'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?>
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://client"
xmlns="http://client"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xsd:element name="client">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="address">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="street" type="xsd:string" />
<xsd:element name="city" type="xsd:string" />
<xsd:element name="state" type="xsd:string" />
<xsd:element name="zip" type="xsd:string" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="email" type="xsd:string"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="cid" type="xsd:int" />
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</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>';
GO

The N prefix of string literal N'...' defines that the string is a Unicode string.
Binding of an XML column, variable or parameter to a XML Schema Collection can be done
with the following syntax
XML ([DOCUMENT | CONTENT] <schema collection name>)

where CONTENT is the default and allows XML fragments, whereas DOCUMENT allows only
XML documents.
Let's now create a table with an XML column like in our DB2 and Oracle XML DB
examples, having the column bound to the XML Schema Collection contactInfoColl of
ours:
CREATE TABLE Customers(
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
name
VARCHAR(50),
status
CHAR(10),
contactInfo XML(DOCUMENT contactInfoColl)
)
GO

Now we can insert into the table or update only such XML documents which refer to one of
the schemas in the XML Schema collection so that the DBMS can automatically validate the
document, like the document in the following INSERT command:
INSERT INTO Customers (id, name, status, contactinfo)
VALUES (123, 'Harry Lime', 'Gold',
N'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?>
<client cid="123" xmlns="http://client">
<address>
<street>9999 Elm St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95141</zip>
</address>
<email>anyemail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>anotheremail@yahoo.com</email>
</client>')
GO

XML Schema Evolution
When the XML Schema of documents in a XML column changes the new version will be
added in the XML Schema collection and new documents should refer to this new schema.
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However, this arrangement, as it is, does not check that the new documents refer to the latest
schema version, so this needs to be solved somehow on the application level.

Retrieving data from XML columns
For retrieving XML data from XML columns in SQL Server we have the following options:
1) SQL Query:
XML document can be listed serialized as a text string like any character data, so it is
available in ordinary SELECT commands like
SELECT id, name, status, contactinfo AS contact FROM Customers WHERE id = 123;

2) Using methods of XML data in SQL:
Microsoft has not, at least this far, implemented any ISO SQL/XML functions in SQL
Server, but the XML data type has methods which provide almost the same functionality as
XMLQuery and XMLExists functions of SQL/XML These methods are available in
Transact-SQL, but to use XPath navigation in the selected XML document SQL Server
needs namespace “metadata” of the structure, and we can use appropriate XML Schema to
explain the structure.
For example the retrieving example above of DB2 can be implemented in Transact-SQL
using the local registered schema as follows
WITH XMLNAMESPACES ('http://client' AS ns)
SELECT id, LEFT(name, 11) AS name, status,
contactinfo.query('/ns:client') AS info
FROM Customers
WHERE contactinfo.exist('/ns:client[@cid=123]') = 1
id
name
status
info
----------- ----------- ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------123
Harry Lime Gold
<client xmlns="http://client"
cid="123"><address><street>9999 Elm St.</street><city>San
Jose</city><state>CA</state><zip>95141</zip></address><email>anyemail@yahoo.com</email><email
>anotheremail@yahoo.com</email></client>

or select just some element value from the document using the value() method as follows
WITH XMLNAMESPACES ('http://client' AS ns)
SELECT id, LEFT(name, 11) AS name, status,
contactinfo.value('/ns:client/ns:address/ns:city', 'varchar(10)')
AS city
FROM Customers
WHERE contactinfo.exist('/ns:client[@cid=123]') = 1
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id
name
status
city
----------- ----------- ---------- ---------123
Harry Lime Gold
San Jose

or without the schema simply as follows
SELECT id, LEFT(name, 11) AS name, status ,
CAST(contactinfo.query('/client/address[1]/city[1]/text()')
AS CHAR(10)) AS city
FROM Customers
WHERE contactinfo.exist('//client[@cid=123]') = 1

SQL view over XML data
Using the proprietary OPENXML function of Transact-SQL it is possible to create a
working SQL view mapping in which the columns are fetched by XPath expressions from
the in-memory tree structure which has first been prepared of the XML document by the
system procedure sp_xml_preparedocument. For more details we refer to the
SQL Server Books Online documentation.
Using the nodes() method of XML type we can SELECT values from the XML documents.
In the following query we fetch both SQL data and XML data as SQL data in the resultset
WITH XMLNAMESPACES ('http://client' AS ns)
SELECT id AS contactNo,
LEFT(name,20) AS name,
T.adr.value('ns:street','VARCHAR(20)' ) AS street,
T.adr.value('ns:zip',
'CHAR(5)' )
AS zip,
T.adr.value('ns:city', 'CHAR(10)' )
AS city,
T.adr.value('ns:state', 'CHAR(2)' )
AS state
FROM Customers CROSS APPLY
contactInfo.nodes('/ns:client/ns:address') AS T(adr)
WHERE C.id = 123

which produces the following result
contactNo
name
street
zip
city
state
----------- -------------------- -------------------- ----- ---------- ----123
Harry Lime
9999 Elm St.
95141 San Jose
CA

With the proprietary CROSS APPLY operator of Transact-SQL we can produce same kind
of correlated CROSS JOIN between the Customers table and XML type nodes method
(function) as we applied earlier in the XMLTABLE example of SQL/XML.

Retrieving SQL data as XML data - SQL/XML publishing?
Microsoft has not this far implemented the ISO SQL/XML publishing functions, but their
solution for presenting SQL data in XML form is the FOR XML clause, which is appended
to nested SELECT statements. The different options of FOR XML clause are explained in
SQL Server Books Online documentation.
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Earlier some typical generation operations were not possible directly, butt a special work
table arrangement, called as universal table, was needed. This was quite cumbersome to use,
and has now been solved by FOR XML PATH clause. Without going into details we
demonstrate the use of FOR XML PATH by creating first the following simple SQL tables
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CREATE TABLE Contacts (
contactNo
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
firstname
VARCHAR(12) NOT NULL,
lastname
VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,
status
CHAR(5),
address
VARCHAR(20),
zip
CHAR(5),
city
VARCHAR(10),
state
CHAR(2)
) ;
CREATE TABLE Emails (
contactNo
INT NOT NULL,
email
VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
FOREIGN KEY (contactNo) REFERENCES Contacts (contactNo)
) ;
BEGIN TRANSACTION
INSERT INTO Contacts (contactNo, firstname, lastname, status,
address, zip, city, state)
VALUES (123,'Harry','Lime','Gold','9999 Elm St.','95141',
'San Jose','CA') ;
INSERT INTO Emails (contactNo, email)
VALUES (123, 'anyemail@yahoo.com') ;
INSERT INTO Emails (contactNo, email)
VALUES (123, 'anotheremail@yahoo.com') ;
COMMIT ;

We can now generate the XML document we used above, but without the prolog part using
the following nested query
SELECT contactNo AS "@cid",
address AS "address/street",
city AS "address/city",
state AS "address/state",
zip AS "address/zip",
(SELECT email
FROM Emails E
WHERE E.contactNo = C.contactNo
FOR XML PATH (''),TYPE)
FROM Contacts C
WHERE contactNo=123
FOR XML PATH ('client'),TYPE

Using AS clause with new name in quotes we can rename generated entities and even define
hierarchy of entities. With “@” prefix we can generate attributes.
PATH clause with given name will enclose the generated XML in a named element, whereas
PATH clause with empty name generates XML forest of entities without enclosing it in an
entity.
The SELECT command above will generate the following XML document
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Only the prolog part need to be prefixed somehow. This can be done embedding the
SELECT statement in the concatenated string operation as follows
SELECT '<?XML version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?>'+
CAST((SELECT contactNo AS "@cid",
address AS "address/street",
city AS "address/city",
state AS "address/state",
zip AS "address/zip",
(SELECT email
FROM Emails E
WHERE E.contactNo = C.contactNo
FOR XML PATH (''),TYPE)
FROM Contacts C
WHERE contactNo=123
FOR XML PATH ('client'),TYPE)
AS VARCHAR(4000))

although the result is now just a string:
<?XML version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?><client cid="123">
<address><street>9999 Elm St.</street><city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state><zip>95141</zip></address>
<email>anotheremail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>anyemail@yahoo.com</email></client>

Partial XML Updates
Updating an existing XML document in Transact-SQL is done using the modify method of
the XML data type with XML DML expressions which seem to approximate the updating
expressions of the XQuery Update Facility of W3C. (Compare also with the DB2
Transform)
For more information XML DML see the SQL Server 2008 Books Online [27]. An excellent
tutorial on XML DML is presented also by Sheldon [16].
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The following XML update example is modified from our DB2 example. Column
contactInfo is bound to an XML schema collection and the stored XML documents refer to a
certain schema in the collection. However, SQL Server does not detect the schema by itself,
but we need to declare it using a declare namespace clause as follows:
UPDATE Customers
SET contactInfo.modify('
declare namespace ns="http://client";
insert <ns:email>mymail@newdomain.net</ns:email>
into (/ns:client)[1]')
WHERE id = 123
GO

Correspondingly when we want to query the results, we need to declare the schema using the
WITH XMLNAMESPACES clause as follows:
WITH XMLNAMESPACES (DEFAULT 'http://client')
SELECT contactInfo.query('/client') AS client
FROM Customers
WHERE id = 123
GO
client
--------------------------------------------<client xmlns="http://client" cid="123">
<address>
<street>9999 Elm St.</street>
<city>San Jose</city>
<state>CA</state>
<zip>95141</zip>
</address>
<email>anyemail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>anotheremail@yahoo.com</email>
<email>mymail@newdomain.net</email>
</client>

As argument of the query() method we can use XQuery/XPath expressions and the Books
Online provides excellent documentation and examples on these. SQL Server 2008 XQuery
implementation now supports also the LET clause which was missing in the previous
implementation.

XML Indexes and Performance
Like DB2 also SQL Server has a common intermediate language and optimizer for SQL and
XML processing.
For improving the performance of the XML processing, SQL Server has special XML
indexes of its own. No XML indexes are created as default, and before creating any other
XML indexes for an XML column the PRIMARY XML index has to be created. After that it is
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possible to create secondary XML indexes of type PATH, PROPERTY,or VALUE based on the
PRIMARY XML index.
We create the Primary XML index on ContactInfo column as follows:
CREATE PRIMARY XML INDEX pxmlix_cInfo
ON Customers (contactInfo)
GO
PATH

index records all paths of all document instances as pairs of (path, node value) and can
be created like our example below:
CREATE XML INDEX ix_cInfo_path
ON Customers (contactInfo)
USING XML INDEX pxmlix_cInfo FOR PATH
GO
PROPERTY

index records all paths of all document instances as triples of (PK, path, node
value) where PK stands for the PRIMARY KEY value of row, and the index can be created
like our example below:
CREATE XML INDEX ix_cInfo_property
ON Customers (contactInfo)
USING XML INDEX pxmlix_cInfo FOR PROPERTY
GO
VALUE

index records all paths of all document instances as pairs of (node value, path) and
can be created like our example below:
CREATE XML INDEX ix_cInfo_value
ON Customers (contactInfo)
USING XML INDEX pxmlix_cInfo FOR VALUE
GO

For details of these we refer to the VLDB article of Pal et al [15]and the Books Online
documentation [27].
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Appendices:
Purpose of these Appendices is to introduce some detailed XML topics and provide lab
exercises for hands-on studying of the subject using a mainstream RDBMS system.

Appendix A: VIrtual Laboratories
All vendors of the mainstream RDBMS systems, DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server, are offering
free Express editions of these products, which all provide the same XML functionalities as
the commercial editions of the same products.
For the first version of this tutorial and virtual workshop on “XML and Databases” we use
Ubuntu 7.10 Linux platform running on VMware Player virtual machine, and on this
platform we have DB2 Express-C 9.5 with its graphical tools. The virtual environment has
been set up for us by IBM Finland, and all these products come under licenses of the
vendors, free of charge. The whole package can be downloaded for free from our web site
http://www.DBTechNet.org/download/VMware_Ubuntu_DB2Lab.zip
Unzip the contents to some working directory and see the DB2Lab_readme.pdf file for more
details on installing the environment.

Appendix B: Basic XML Exercises using DB2 LUW
For XML basics you might first want to look at the XML tutorial at
http://www.w3schools.com/xml/default.asp
In these XML and Databases hands-on exercises we experiment with XPath, XQuery, and
XML Schema using DB2 Express-C as our tool, since our workshop theme is "XML and
Databases". You may want to modify these exercises to use Oracle or SQL Server tools
instead.
Create first a new database or use some existing database using for example
DB2 Command Editor as your SQL editor tool. Let's start now ...
CREATE TABLE Books (
id INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
doc XML
) ;
COMMIT ;
--------------------- Experimenting with XML column basics
-- =================

Take notes of the following commands and explain what you notice:
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DESCRIBE TABLE Books ;
-- transaction:
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc) VALUES (1, NULL);
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc) VALUES (2, '');
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc) VALUES (3, 'test 2');
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc) VALUES (4, '<e/>');
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc) VALUES (5, '<a>test 3<b></a><b>');
-- apostrophes in the text:
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc)
VALUES (6, '<title>Gulliver's Travels I</title>');
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc)
VALUES (7, '<title>Gulliver''s Travels II</title>');
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc)
VALUES (8, '<title>Gulliver&apos;s Travels III</title>');
SELECT * FROM Books ;
ROLLBACK ;
SELECT * FROM Books ;
DELETE FROM Books ;
COMMIT ;

For these basic exercises we load the classic bibliography XML document bib.xml of the
XQuery use case XMP into doc column of a row in our Books table.
See the use cases at http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery-use-cases/
INSERT INTO Books (id, doc) VALUES (1, -- implicit XML parsing:
'<bib>
<book year="1994">
<title>TCP/IP Illustrated</title>
<author><last>Stevens</last><first>W.</first></author>
<publisher>Addison-Wesley</publisher>
<price>65.95</price>
</book>
<book year="1992">
<title>Advanced Programming in the Unix environment
</title>
<author><last>Stevens</last><first>W.</first></author>
<publisher>Addison-Wesley</publisher>
<price>65.95</price>
</book>
<book year="2000">
<title>Data on the Web</title>
<author>
<last>Abiteboul</last><first>Serge</first>
</author>
<author><last>Buneman</last><first>Peter</first></author>
<author><last>Suciu</last><first>Dan</first></author>
<publisher>Morgan Kaufmann Publishers</publisher>
<price>39.95</price>
</book>
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<book year="1999">
<title>
The Economics of Technology and Content for Digital TV
</title>
<editor>
<last>Gerbarg</last><first>Darcy</first>
<affiliation>CITI</affiliation>
</editor>
<publisher>Kluwer Academic Publishers</publisher>
<price>129.95</price>
</book>
</bib>');
COMMIT;
--------------------- XPath expressions
-- =================

We use the XQuery command and function db2-fn:xmlcolumn of DB2 as our tool in
experimenting with XPath. Try the following experiment with steps by slashes.
-- List all book elements:
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')/bib/book

-- List all publisher elements using double slash //publisher
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')//publisher

Exercise 1: Replace the question mark with XPath expression to
-- List all title elements
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC') ?
-- Predicates
-------------- List the first author of each book
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')//author[1]
-- List titles of author(s) having Stevens as lastname
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//title[../author/last="Stevens"]
Exercise 2:
-- List price of the book with title "Data on the Web"
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC') ?
Exercise 3:
-- List year of the book with title "TCP/IP Illustrated"
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC') ?
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-- Functions: data(), string(), text()
-------------

Exercise 4+
Verify the following XPath queries
-- List titles of author(s) having Stevens as lastname
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//data(title[../author/last="Stevens"])
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//title[../author/last="Stevens"]/string()
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//title[../author/last="Stevens"]/text()

-- List printing years of books of author Stevens
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//book/author[last="Stevens"]/../string(@year)
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//book[author/last="Stevens"]/string(@year)
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//book[author/last="Stevens"]/data(@year)

-- List price of the book of Stevens from year 1992
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//book[@year=1992 and author/last="Stevens"]/data(price)
-- Wildcards
--------------

// for any path, * for any element, and @* for any attribute
List documents of those books published before year 1995
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//*[@year<1995]
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
/bib/*[@*<1995]
------------------------- Existential Semantics "true if at least one matching node"
-----------------------Exercise 5+

Verify the following queries:
Is there any book in which at least one author's lastname is "Buneman" (value predicate)
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//book/author/last="Buneman"
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List titles of books which have an editor (structural predicate)
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//book[editor]/string(title)

List titles of books which have at least 3 authors (positional predicate)
XQuery db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')
//book[author[3]]/string(title)
---------------------- XQuery expressions
-- ==================
Exercise 6+ :
Verify these basic examples
XQuery for $i in (1, 2, 3)
return <tuple> {$i} </tuple>
XQuery let $i := (1, 2, 3)
return <tuple> {$i} </tuple>
XQuery let $i := ()
return <result>
{$i
}
</result>
Exercise 7+ :
Now you may proceed applying the examples of
http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery-use-cases /
to DB2 like the following example:
XQuery let $i := ()
return <result> {
for $b in db2-fn:xmlcolumn('BOOKS.DOC')/bib/book
where $b/publisher = "Addison-Wesley" and $b/@year > 1991
return
<book year="{ $b/@year }">
{ $b/title }
</book>
} </result>
---------------------- XML Schema
-- ==================
see XML Schema primer at http://www.w3.org/TR/
and XML Schema tutorial at http://www.w3schools.com/schema/
and exercises of XML Schema at http://XMLzoo.net
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Exercise 8 :
Design XML Schema for the Bibliography example bib.xml above
and validate the XML document in column doc of the row 1.

Appendix C: XML Schema Lab
Following simplified PurchaseOrder example of three tables has been modified from the
AdventureWorks2008 sample database of SQL Server:
CREATE TABLE Products(
ProductID
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
Name
VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,
ProductNumber VARCHAR(25) NOT NULL,
ListPrice
DEC(7, 4) NOT NULL
);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(356, 'LL Grip Tape', 'GT-0820', 3.3810);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(357, 'ML Grip Tape', 'GT-1209', 4.3155);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(375, 'Hex Nut 5', 'HN-1024', 43.2705);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(376, 'Hex Nut 6', 'HN-1032', 41.1705);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(377, 'Hex Nut 16', 'HN-1213', 45.4440);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(378, 'Hex Nut 17', 'HN-1220', 41.1705);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(379, 'Hex Nut 7', 'HN-1224', 39.0705);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(380, 'Hex Nut 8', 'HN-1420', 43.3440);
INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, Name, ProductNumber,
(490, 'LL Nipple', 'NI-4127', 12.3585);

ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES
ListPrice) VALUES

-- PurchaseOrderHeaders
CREATE TABLE PO_Headers (
PurchaseOrderID INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
VendorID
INT NOT NULL,
TOD
CHAR(3) NOT NULL, --TermsOfDelivery
Carrier
VARCHAR(20),
OrderDate
DATE NOT NULL,
ShipDate
DATE,
SubTotal
DEC(9, 4) NOT NULL,
TaxAmt
DEC(9, 4) NOT NULL,
Freight
DEC(9, 4) NOT NULL
);
INSERT INTO PO_Headers (PurchaseOrderID, VendorID, TOD, Carrier,
OrderDate, ShipDate, SubTotal, TaxAmt, Freight)
VALUES (56,1656, 'CIF','OVERNIGHT J-FAST', '2002-02-24', '2002-03-05',
525.7665, 42.0613, 13.1442);
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INSERT INTO PO_Headers (PurchaseOrderID, VendorID, TOD, Carrier,
OrderDate, ShipDate, SubTotal, TaxAmt, Freight)
VALUES (57,1572,'FCA','XRQ - TRUCK GROUND', '2002-02-24', '2002-03-05',
461.7900, 36.9432, 11.5448);
INSERT INTO PO_Headers (PurchaseOrderID, VendorID, TOD, Carrier,
OrderDate, ShipDate, SubTotal, TaxAmt, Freight)
VALUES (58,1562,'CIF','OVERNIGHT J-FAST', '2002-02-24', '2002-03-05',
630.3780, 50.4302, 15.7595);
INSERT INTO PO_Headers (PurchaseOrderID, VendorID, TOD, Carrier,
OrderDate, ShipDate, SubTotal, TaxAmt, Freight)
VALUES (59,1662,'FOB','ZY - EXPRESS', '2003-09-15', '2003-09-24', 37.0755,
2.9660, 0.9269);
-- PurchaseOrderDetails
CREATE TABLE PO_Details (
PurchaseOrderID INT NOT NULL,
PO_DetailID
INT NOT NULL,
DueDate
DATE NOT NULL,
OrderQty
SMALLINT NOT NULL,
ProductID
INT NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID),
FOREIGN KEY (PurchaseOrderID) References PO_Headers (PurchaseOrderID),
FOREIGN KEY (ProductID) References Products (ProductID)
);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (56, 123, '2002-03-10', 3, 375);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (56, 124, '2002-03-10', 3, 376);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (56, 125, '2002-03-10', 3, 377);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (56, 126, '2002-03-10', 3, 378);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (57, 127, '2002-03-10', 60, 356);
INSERT PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (57, 128, '2002-03-10', 60, 357);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (58, 129, '2002-03-10', 3, 375);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (58, 130, '2002-03-10', 3, 376);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (58, 131, '2002-03-10', 3, 377);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (58, 132, '2002-03-10', 3, 378);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (58, 133, '2002-03-10', 3, 379);
INSERT INTO PO_Details (PurchaseOrderID, PO_DetailID, DueDate, OrderQty,
ProductID) VALUES (59, 134, '2003-09-24', 3, 490);
COMMIT;

Note: The commands above can be applied also to DB2, but for Oracle all date literals need
to be prefixed by word DATE, for example DATE'2003-09-24'.
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As an example we will use the following XML Schema poSchema.xsd for purchase orders of
Best Bikes
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2008 rel. 2 sp2 (http://www.altova.com)
by Matti Kurki (Helsinki Business Polytechnic Helia) -->
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation xml:lang="en">
Purchase order schema for BestBikes.com.
</xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
<xs:element name="purchaseOrder" type="PurchaseOrderType"/>
<xs:element name="comment" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="deliveryTo" type="DeliveryAddress"/>
<xs:element name="termsOfDelivery">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:NMTOKEN">
<xs:enumeration value="EXW"/>
<xs:enumeration value="FCA"/>
<xs:enumeration value="FAS"/>
<xs:enumeration value="FOB"/>
<xs:enumeration value="CFR"/>
<xs:enumeration value="CIF"/>
<xs:enumeration value="CPT"/>
<xs:enumeration value="CIP"/>
<xs:enumeration value="DAF"/>
<xs:enumeration value="DES"/>
<xs:enumeration value="DEQ"/>
<xs:enumeration value="DDU"/>
<xs:enumeration value="DDP"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
<xs:complexType name="PurchaseOrderType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="purchesOrderId" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="contact" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="carrier" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element ref="termsOfDelivery"/>
<xs:element ref="deliveryTo"/>
<xs:element name="billTo" type="PostalAddress"/>
<xs:element ref="comment" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="items" type="Items"/>
<xs:element name="orderReference" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="deliveryMethod" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="orderDate" type="xs:date"/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="DeliveryAddress">
<xs:sequence>
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<xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="street" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="city" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="zip" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="state" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="PostalAddress">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="postAddress" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="city" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="zip" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="state" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="Items">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="item" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="productNumber" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="productName" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="quantity">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:positiveInteger">
<xs:maxExclusive value="40"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="price" type="xs:decimal"/>
<xs:element name="deliveryYear" type="xs:gYear"/>
<xs:element name="deliveryWeek">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:positiveInteger">
<xs:maxInclusive value="53"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element ref="comment" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="deliveryTo" minOccurs="0"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="prodID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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Following Transact-SQL script
SELECT purchaseOrderID,
'Meisner, Linda' AS contact,
carrier,
TOD AS termsOfDelivery,
'BikeSafaris Inc.' AS 'deliveryTo/name',
'Main Street 11 A' AS 'deliveryTo/street',
'Gotham City' AS 'deliveryTo/city',
'CW 0988' AS 'deliveryTo/zip',
'BikeSafaris Inc.' AS 'billTo/name',
'B.O.Box 541' AS 'billTo/postAddress',
'Ducksburg' AS 'billTo/city',
'CW 0009' AS 'billTo/zip',
(SELECT D.ProductID AS 'item/@prodID',
P.ProductNumber AS 'item/productNumber',
P.Name AS 'item/productName',
D.OrderQty AS 'item/quantity',
P.ListPrice AS 'item/price',
Year(D.DueDate) AS 'item/deliveryYear',
DATEPART(WEEK,D.DueDate) AS 'item/deliveryWeek'
FROM PO_Details D JOIN
Products P ON (D.ProductID=P.ProductID)
WHERE D.PurchaseOrderID=H.PurchaseOrderID
FOR XML PATH ('') , TYPE, ELEMENTS) AS 'items'
FROM PO_Headers H
WHERE PurchaseOrderID=56
FOR XML PATH ('purchaseOrder')

will generate the purchase order document for order 56 from our sample tables
<purchaseOrder>
<purchaseOrderID>56</purchaseOrderID>
<contact>Meisner, Linda</contact>
<carrier>OVERNIGHT J-FAST</carrier>
<termsOfDelivery>CIF</termsOfDelivery>
<deliveryTo>
<name>BikeSafaris Inc.</name>
<street>Main Street 11 A</street>
<city>Gotham City</city>
<zip>CW 0988</zip>
</deliveryTo>
<billTo>
<name>BikeSafaris Inc.</name>
<postAddress>B.O.Box 541</postAddress>
<city>Ducksburg</city>
<zip>CW 0009</zip>
</billTo>
<items>
<item prodID="375">
<productNumber>HN-1024</productNumber>
<productName>Hex Nut 5</productName>
<quantity>3</quantity>
<price>43.2705</price>
<deliveryYear>2002</deliveryYear>
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<deliveryWeek>11</deliveryWeek>
</item>
<item prodID="376">
<productNumber>HN-1032</productNumber>
<productName>Hex Nut 6</productName>
<quantity>3</quantity>
<price>41.1705</price>
<deliveryYear>2002</deliveryYear>
<deliveryWeek>11</deliveryWeek>
</item>
<item prodID="377">
<productNumber>HN-1213</productNumber>
<productName>Hex Nut 16</productName>
<quantity>3</quantity>
<price>45.4440</price>
<deliveryYear>2002</deliveryYear>
<deliveryWeek>11</deliveryWeek>
</item>
<item prodID="378">
<productNumber>HN-1220</productNumber>
<productName>Hex Nut 17</productName>
<quantity>3</quantity>
<price>41.1705</price>
<deliveryYear>2002</deliveryYear>
<deliveryWeek>11</deliveryWeek>
</item>
</items>
</purchaseOrder>

The same purchaseOrder XML document can be generated using ISO SQL/XML publishing
functions of Oracle or DB2, instead of the SELECT .. FOR XML statements of TransactSQL, applying the following command:
SELECT (XMLelement (NAME "purchaseOrder",
XMLforest (H.PurchaseOrderID AS "purchaseOrderID",
'Meisner, Linda' AS "contact",
H.Carrier AS "carrier",
H.TOD AS "termsOfDelivery"),
XMLelement (NAME "deliveryTo",
XMLforest ('BikeSafaris Inc.' AS "name",
'Main Street 11 A' AS "street",
'Gotham City' AS "city",
'CW 0988' AS "zip")
),
XMLelement (NAME "billTo",
XMLforest ('BikeSafaris Inc.' AS "name",
'B.O.Box 541' AS "postAddress",
'Ducksburg' AS "city",
'CW 00009' AS "zip")
),
XMLelement (NAME "items",
XMLagg (XMLelement (NAME "item",
XMLattributes (D.ProductID AS "prodID"),
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XMLforest (P.ProductNumber AS "productNumber",
P.Name AS "productName",
D.OrderQty AS "quantity",
P.ListPrice AS "price",
EXTRACT (YEAR FROM D.DueDate)
AS "deliveryYear",
TO_CHAR(D.DueDate,'IW') AS "deliveryWeek"
)
)
)
)
)
) AS PurchaseOrder
FROM PO_Headers H
JOIN PO_Details D ON H.purchaseOrderID=D.purchaseOrderID
JOIN Products P ON D.productID=P.productID
WHERE H.purchaseOrderID=56
GROUP BY H.purchaseOrderID,H.Carrier,H.TOD
ORDER BY H.purchaseOrderID;

Note that for Week of Year, there is ISO standard applied in Europe, which may differ yearly
from the corresponding ANSI standard.
Exercise:
Register the XML Schema in you DB2, Oracle or SQL Server database.
Create a test table like following
CREATE TABLE PurchaseOrders (
po_id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
po
XML
);

Now generate all purchase orders from the sample tables into the XML format of our XML
Schema, load them into the PurchaseOrders table validating them against the schema.

Appendix D: Reading, EXPORT and IMPORT of XML Files
We demonstrate read access of XML documents from disc files, EXPORT, and IMPORT by
DB2 LUW based on examples adopted and modified from the "DB2 pureXML Cookbook"
of Matthias Nicola and Pav Kumar-Chatterjee [31]. For the beginning of our experiment we
create first the following SQL table
CREATE TABLE Shelf (
id
INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
bookinfo XML
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) ;

and just as an example we insert there the following book info
INSERT INTO Shelf VALUES (1,
'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<book type="database" isbn="0131580183" year="2008">
<title>Understanding DB2
<subtitle>Learning Visually with Examples</subtitle>
<edition>Second Edition</edition>
</title>
<author><last>Chong</last><mid>F.</mid>
<first>Raul</first>
</author>
<author><last>Wang</last>
<first>Xiaomei</first>
</author>
<author><last>Dang</last>
<first>Michael</first>
</author>
<author><last>Snow</last><mid>R.</mid>
<first>Dwaine</first>
</author>
<publisher>IBM Press</publisher>
<price currency="USD">59.99</price>
</book>') ;

This demonstration is run on a Windows platform where we store the following XML
document to folder C:\TEMP as file pureXMLcookbook.xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<book type="database" isbn="0138150478" year="2010">
<title>DB2 pureXML Cookbook</title>
<author><last>Nicola</last>
<first>Matthias</first>
</author>
<author><last>Kumar-Chatterjee</last>
<first>Pav</first>
</author>
<publisher>IBM Press</publisher>
<price currency="USD">54.99</price>
</book>

For reading of XML documents from files or URLs including ZIP URLs, Nicola and KumarChatterjee [31] describe installing and use of a DB2 UDF package XMLFromFile.zip
available at page
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wikis/display/db2xml/DB2+pureXML+Cookbook

(scroll down to the section "Errata" and it is the first entry in that list). Examples on use of
these UDFs are available also on the blog page
http://nativexmldatabase.com/2010/12/26/how-to-insert-xml-documents-from-the-file-system/
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We can now read the XML file using the UDF blobFromFile of the UDF package and insert
the XML document into our table as follows
INSERT INTO Shelf (id, bookinfo)
VALUES (2, blobFromFile('C:\TEMP\pureXMLcookbook.xml'));

We have now these 2 XML documents in our table, and we want to experiment writing these
to disc files using the EXPORT utility command of DB2. With EXPORT utility we can
copy contents of a table or resultset of SELECT statement into a disc file, and using OF DEL
keywords we define output file to use delimited format where as default the columns are
delimited by commas. SELECT statement provides more flexibility in the EXPORT
allowing for example sort order as follows
EXPORT TO C:\TEMP\shelf_exp.del of DEL
XMLFILE book
MODIFIED BY XMLinSepFiles
SELECT id, bookinfo FROM Shelf
ORDER BY id ;

With the modifier XMLinSepFiles we get XML documents in separate files and the
XMLFILE clause "book" defines name format "book.<serial number>.xml". In place of the
XML columns in the generated export file "shelf_exp.del" we will get XML Data Specifier
(XDS) pointers, as we can see in the following listing of the file
1,"<XDS FIL='book.001.xml' />"
2,"<XDS FIL='book.002.xml' />"

If we first delete rows from the table and then use the IMPORT utility as follows
IMPORT FROM C:\TEMP\shelf_exp.del OF DEL
XML FROM C:\TEMP
INSERT INTO Shelf ;

we will get the original rows imported back in our table.
In case we would like to move the generated XML files to some other application on some
other server platform, these would be easier to manage in ZIP file. To experiment with this,
we pack the exported files to allBooks.zip archive. If the destination system is a DB2 LUW
server, we could simply unzip the files to some local folder and use the IMPORT utility as
presented above.
Let us assume that the zipped XML documents have the name format as in our case, but the
XML documents come without the actual export file, say from SQL Server. In this case we
could the UDFs of XMLFromFile package as follows
INSERT INTO Shelf (id, bookinfo)
SELECT CAST(SUBSTR(filename,6,3) AS INT), doc
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FROM TABLE(blobsFromZipURL(
urlFromFile('C:\TEMP\allBooks.zip')))
WHERE filename LIKE 'book.%.xml'
ORDER BY filename ;

Then we can verify the results simply as follows

Note however, that in this case the values of ID column are not the original ID values, but
the extracted ordinal numbers from the file names, which just by coincidence look as the
same values.

Oracle
Above we have looked at file manipulations of XML documents in DB2 SQL and utilities.
Same kind of operations on XML files are available also in Oracle XML DB environment,
documented in the PL/SQL Packages and Types Reference manual, and explained in the
XML DB Developer's Guide manual.

SQL Server
XML documents can be imported and exported by the bcp utility of SQL Server, and
imported also by commands
INSERT ..SELECT * FROM

OPENROWSET(BULK ..

as described in Books Online and on MSDN Web page at
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191184

Appendix E: Inserting XML Documents and XML Files
Storing XML documents into columns of SQL tables as string values or parameter values of
INSERT commands differs between the DBMS products, especially in case of large XML
documents and XML files. In this appendix we present and compare some minimalistic
programming techniques to insert XML documents using a simple Java program and JDBC
interface to DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server databases.
All DBMS and environment dependencies, such as JDBC driver, database URL, user login
and password, are solved by using external command line parameters, so that the same code
example can be used to access DB2, Oracle, or SQL Server. Setup of the environment,
compilation of the program, and command scripts for different environments are included in
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the leading comments part of the program. The program code, JDBC drivers used, and a test
XML document can be downloaded from http://www.dbtechnet.org/xml_lab/insertXML.zip.
A slightly modified source code is listed in the following:
/*
DBTechNet / XML and Databases Lab
2011-06-22 Martti Laiho
insertXML docs
Purpose of this Java/JDBC sample program is to demonstrate and
compare some minimalistic programming techniques on INSERTing an
XML document to an XML column of an SQL table in DB2, Oracle or SQL
Server database. The program can be modified or extended as a test
bench for various XML access methods.
INSERTing of the following XML document alternatives are tested:
1. a short XML document in a string variable
2. an XML document string longer than 4 KB, in a string variable
3. XML document in an external file. In case of remote database
the file need to be stored in a directory on that server
computer and the SQL user needs read access to that
directory.
Preparing the test environment:
The following commands show how to prepare the lab in some Windows
platform in which we assume that C:\workdir is used for storing a 6
KB XML document (Instructions.XML) copied from the AdventureWorks
sample database of SQL Server.
--

Oracle 10g / 11g

CREATE DIRECTORY XMLDIR AS 'C:\workdir';
GRANT READ ON DIRECTORY XMLDIR TO Scott;
user in Oracle

-- Scott is our sample

CREATE TABLE myXmlDocs (
-- for ORACLE
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
xDoc XMLtype
)
-- following storage options can also be tested in 11g:
-- XMLTYPE COLUMN xDoc STORE AS BASICFILE CLOB
-- XMLTYPE COLUMN xDoc STORE AS BINARY XML
;
--

DB2 Express-C 9.7
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Download XMLFromFile.zip from a link on the blog page of Dr. Nicola
at http://nativexmldatabase.com/2010/12/26/how-to-insert-xmldocuments-from-the-file-system/
and read the documentation.
On the database server computer create directory C:\xmlFromFile and
unzip there the files of xmlFromFile.zip. Remove the text "/home"
from line 49 of file xmlFromFile.clp and save the file.
In a DB2 Command Window enter the following commands (you may need
to grant temporary database administration authority
to user1 to run the actual CLP script file):
cd C:\xmlFromFile
db2 CONNECT TO TEST USER user1 USING user1psw
db2 -td% -f XMLFromFile.clp
db2 CONNECT RESET
db2 QUIT
-- Now using DB2 Command Editor
CREATE TABLE myXmlDocs (
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
sDoc CLOB,
xDoc XML
);
COMMIT;
--

SQL Server 2008

CREATE
id
sDoc
xDoc
);

TABLE myXmlDocs (
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
VARCHAR(MAX),
XML

-- Compilation
-- note: Oracle JDBC driver is needed for "import oracle.sql.CLOB"
SET CLASSPATH=.;.\ojdbc6.jar
javac -Xlint:deprecation insertXml.java
----

Test scripts
JDBC drivers are assumed to exist in the local directory.
Modify to use proper addresses and users in your environment!

-- DB2
SET DRIVER="com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver"
SET URL="jdbc:db2://localhost:50000/TEST"
SET URL="jdbc:db2://<server>:50000/TEST"
SET USER="user1"
SET PSW="user1psw"
SET DOC="C:\work\Instructions.XML"
SET CLASSPATH=.;db2jcc4.jar;ojdbc6.jar
java insertXml %DRIVER% %URL% %USER% %PSW% %DOC%
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-- SQL Server
SET DRIVER="com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver"
SET URL="jdbc:sqlserver://localhost;DatabaseName=TEST"
SET URL="jdbc:sqlserver://<server>;DatabaseName=TEST"
SET USER="user1"
SET PSW="user1psw"
SET DOC="C:\work\Instructions.XML"
SET CLASSPATH=.;sqljdbc4.jar;ojdbc6.jar
java insertXml %DRIVER% %URL% %USER% %PSW% %DOC%
-- Oracle
SET DRIVER="oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver"
SET URL="jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:ORCL"
SET URL="jdbc:oracle:thin:@<server>:1521:ORCL"
SET USER="scott"
SET PSW="tiger"
SET DOC="Instructions.XML"
SET CLASSPATH=.;.\ojdbc6.jar
java insertXml %DRIVER% %URL% %USER% %PSW% %DOC%
-- Some test results of using
-- Oracle
C:\WORK>java insertXml %DRIVER% %URL% %USER% %PSW% %DOC%
Insert XML docs, version 1.0
Database product name: Oracle
Database product version: Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition
Release 11.1.0.
6.0 - Production
With the Partitioning, OLAP, Data Mining and Real Application
Testing options
Insert of a short XML string ..
Inserting an XML string longer than 4 KB ..
invoking row processing ..
Inserting an XML file ..
End of Program.
-- DB2 Express-C
C:\WORK>java insertXml %DRIVER% %URL% %USER% %PSW% %DOC%
Insert XML docs, version 1.0
Database product name: DB2/NT
Database product version: SQL09070
Insert of a short XML string ..
Inserting an XML string longer than 4 KB ..
invoking row processing ..
Inserting an XML file ..
End of Program.
-- SQL Server
C:\WORK>java insertXml %DRIVER% %URL% %USER% %PSW% %DOC%
Insert XML docs, version 1.0
Database product name: Microsoft SQL Server
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Database product version: 9.00.3042
Insert of a short XML string ..
Inserting an XML string longer than 4 KB ..
invoking row processing ..
Inserting an XML file ..
End of Program.
*/
import java.io.*;
import java.sql.*;
import oracle.sql.CLOB;
class insertXml
public static
public static
public static
public static

// needed only for Oracle

{
boolean Oracle = false;
boolean DB2
= false;
boolean SqlServer = false;
Connection conn = null;

public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception {
String driver
= args[0];
String URL
= args[1];
String user
= args[2];
String psw
= args[3];
String xmlFileName = args[4];
System.out.println("Insert XML docs, version 1.0");
//
try {
Class.forName(driver);
conn = java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(URL,user,psw);
DatabaseMetaData dmd = conn.getMetaData();
String dbmsname = dmd.getDatabaseProductName();
if (dbmsname.equals("Oracle")) Oracle = true;
else
if (dbmsname.substring(0,3).equals("DB2")) DB2 = true;
else
if (dbmsname.substring(0,9).equals("Microsoft"))
SqlServer = true;
System.out.println("Database product name: " + dbmsname);
System.out.println("Database product version: " +
dmd.getDatabaseProductVersion());
conn.setAutoCommit(true); // using autocommit mode
}
catch (SQLException e) {
System.out.println("** Connection failure: " +
e.getMessage());
System.exit(-1);
}
try {
// 1. A short XML doc
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System.out.println("Insert of a short XML string ..");
String xmlShort =
"<book year='1992'>" +
" <title>Advanced Programming in the Unix environment </title>"+
" <author><last>Stevens</last><first>W.</first></author> " +
" <publisher>Addison-Wesley</publisher> " +
" <price>65.95</price> " +
"</book>";
rowProcessing (1, xmlShort, 1);
// 2. XML doc larger than 4 KB
System.out.println
("Inserting an XML string longer than 4 KB ..");
String xml5KB = "<p>";
for (int i=1; i<100; i++){ // generating a string of 5 KB
xml5KB = xml5KB + "123456789-123456789_" +
"123456789-123456789_123456789|";
}
xml5KB = xml5KB + "</p>";
System.out.println("invoking row processing ..");
rowProcessing (2, xml5KB, 2);
// 3. XML doc in the file given as parameter
System.out.println("Inserting an XML file ..");
rowProcessing (3, xmlFileName, 3);
System.out.println("End of Program.");
}
catch(Exception ex) {
System.out.println ("** Exception: " +
ex.getMessage());
System.exit(-1);
}
}
//
private static void rowProcessing (int rowId, String s,
int mode ) throws SQLException
{
String sql = null;
try {
PreparedStatement pstmt = null;
switch (mode) {
case 1: // short XML:
sql = "INSERT INTO myXmlDocs (id, xDoc) " +
" VALUES ("+rowId+", ?)";
pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
pstmt.setString(1, s);
break;
case 2: // 5 KB XML:
if (DB2 || SqlServer) {
sql = "INSERT INTO myXmlDocs (id, xDoc) " +
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" VALUES ("+rowId+", ?)";
pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
pstmt.setString(1, s);

}
else
if (Oracle) {
sql = "INSERT INTO myXmlDocs (id, xDoc) " +
" VALUES ("+rowId+", XMLType( ? ))";
pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
CLOB clob = getCLOB (s, conn);
pstmt.setObject(1, clob);
}
break;
case 3: // XML file
if (DB2) {
sql = "INSERT INTO myXMLDocs(id, xDoc) " +
"VALUES("+rowId+", blobFromFile( ? ))";
pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
pstmt.setString(1, s);
}
else
if (SqlServer) {
File file = new File(s);
sql = "INSERT INTO myXMLDocs(id, xDoc) " +
"VALUES("+rowId+", ? )";
pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
pstmt.setBinaryStream (1, new
FileInputStream(file),(int)file.length());
}
else
if (Oracle) {
sql = "INSERT INTO myXMLDocs(id, xDoc) VALUES(" +
rowId + ", XMLtype(bfilename('XMLDIR',?)" +
", NLS_CHARSET_ID('AL32UTF8')))";
pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
pstmt.setString (1, s);
}
break;
default:
System.out.println("** The case " + mode +
" has not been implemented!");
System.exit(-1);
}
pstmt.execute();
}
catch (SQLException ex) {
System.out.println("sql="+sql+
"\n** SQLException: "+ ex.getMessage()+
"\nSQLcode="+ ex.getErrorCode() +
" SQLSTATE="+ ex.getSQLState());
}
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catch (Exception ex) {
String msg = ex.getMessage();
System.out.println(msg);
}
finally {
}
}
//
//
//
//
//

Since Oracle is not capable of accessing an XML document string longer than 4 KB
as a direct or parameterized value of an INSERT command, we need to first cast
the string to an Oracle CLOB object (or load the document from a file).
The following method has been copied from Chapter 14 "Java DOM API for XMLType"
of the Oracle XML DB Developer's Guide 11.2

private static CLOB getCLOB(String xmlData, Connection conn)
throws SQLException{
CLOB tempClob = null;
try{
// If the temporary CLOB has not yet been created, create one

tempClob = CLOB.createTemporary(conn, true,
CLOB.DURATION_SESSION);
// Open the temporary CLOB in readwrite mode, to enable writing

tempClob.open(CLOB.MODE_READWRITE);
// Get the output stream to write

Writer tempClobWriter =
tempClob.getCharacterOutputStream();
// Write the data into the temporary CLOB

tempClobWriter.write(xmlData);
// Flush and close the stream

tempClobWriter.flush();
tempClobWriter.close();
// Close the temporary CLOB

tempClob.close();
} catch(SQLException sqlexp){
tempClob.freeTemporary();
sqlexp.printStackTrace();
} catch(Exception exp){
tempClob.freeTemporary();
exp.printStackTrace();
}
return tempClob;
}
}

The program above is not meant to be a good example of Java programming, but to
demonstrate some working Java/JDBC programming techniques to INSERT XML
documents into SQL databases of the mainstream products. The program combines results
of many test programs of ours, and contains many useful tips, - so try it and have fun!
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